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ABSTRACT.
This thesis reports the results of a study of problems as-
sociated with fabric sewing, such as seam pucker and sewing
damage, in commercial garment manufacture.
Part 1 continues previous work by the author on seam pucker
in structurally jammed fabrics; in particular it has been shown
that initial Young's modulus of a fabric is a measure of the
ability of the fabric to acco:arodatecompressive forces during
sewing. This result provides an additional means of predicting
the tendency of a fabric to exhibit seam pucker.
The static mechanism of seam pucker proposed previously,
based upon the relative magnitudes of bending stiffness of thread
and fabric, has been revised by establishing that sewing machine
dynamics and pucker are closely related. It has been shown that
presser foot bouncing in particular induces pucker and that the
sewing thread needs to be positively controlled during stitch
formation. These results were verified by simple experimental
methods, suggesting that modifications to the sewing machine are
needed. Such modifications are beyond the scope of this work.
Following the earlier static mechanism of seam pucker, it
has been shown that seam pucker in fabrics is reduced sig-
nificantly when the bending stiffness and extensibility of the
sewing thread is reduced. In addition seam pucker can be
eliminated by improving fabric stiffness locally along the seam
area, by incorporating a stiffening material in the seam; this is
based upon the technique of pucker elimination found in the
author's previous work. In this study this technique is imple-
mented with considerable success in other types of seams and com-
mercially available stiffening materials have been selected.
Part 2 investigates sewing damage to fabrics due to sewing
needle penetration. Preliminary studies suggested the need for a
reliable testing facility. This was made by instrumenting an in-
dustrial overlock sewing machine. The instrumentation was based
on measuring the force which is exerted by the sewing needle
when penetrating the fabric. The testing facility consists of the
sewing machine with a strain gauged sewing needle and plate, and
a shaft encoder for stitch marking, which with proper signal
amplifica.tion and conditioning could be fed to a transient re-
corder and osciloscope for signal capturing and plotting.
Investigations with fabrics revealed that the magnitude of
the peak force of each stitch cycle can be related to the degree
of sewing damage in the fabric. Based on these results the most
important variables in sewing damage were fabric softening and
its effective application during finishing, and sewing needle
size.
Studies of sewing damage under dynamic conditions have shown
that sewing damage is a frictional problem between yarns in the
fabric and between yarns and the metal of the sewing needle,
foot I plate and feed dog. The size of the' needle plate of the
sewing machine seems to affect the degree of damage and fabric
"flagging" during sewing damage has been experienced.
Finally in the latter section of this study a prototype
routine sewing damage tester has been developed and each stage of
its development is described. This tester is based on·aninstru-
mented overlock sewing machine, .which is interfaced with an IBM
PC for computerised data capture and analysis in real time.
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PART 11 A STUDY OF SEAM PUCKER IN WOVENTEXTILES
CHAPTER 11 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preamble
It is well known, that "puckering of seams" is a
problem that has been troubling the clothing industry for a
long time, and particularly these days as fashion dictates
manufacturin9 delicate and lightweight garments.
In the past, although seam pucker has been inves-
tigated by many people, not enough understanding has been
obtained for a complete remedy of this problem.
During the year 1982-1983, the present author (1)
studied seam pucker in tightly woven fabrics and presented
a novel approach to the understanding of some aspects of
pucker. Low cost methods were developed for the prevention
and elimination of the problem. That work was continued as
part of the present project, concentrating on the
following:
1) Pucker prediction, by filling a gap left from previous
work.
2) puck~r elimination, by experimenting with a range of low
cost and widely available stiffening materials, as well as
with specially-made sewing threads with modifyed
"5"
properties. And
3) an examination of some aspects of machine dynamics,
which affect seam pucker.
1.2. Recent developments
In 1983 the author investigated seam pucker of a
specific cause, the so-called "structural jamming pucker"
in tightly woven fabrics.
A thorough literature survey on sewability confirmed
the need to concentrate on three areas:
1) To establish a technique of producing structural jamming
pucker alone in specimen seams as a routine test method.
This technique was based on a simple attachment to the ex-
isting L and M sewability tester (1), (2).
2) To assess the seam pucker obtained in specimen seams in
each of a large test set of fabrics using the AATCC stand-
ards (3).
3) To correlate these results with experimentally
measurable fabric variables, so that a low cost prediction
of the tendency of a woven fabric to pucker would be
available. This approach is similar to the Kawabata method
of objective specification of fabric quality (4). In this
context the following variables were determined
"6"
experimentally:
a) Cloth geometrical relationships.
b) Fabric air permeability.
c) Sewing tests and pucker grade assesment.
d) Sewing thread extension and dry and wet recovery.
e) Fabric shear properties.
f) Fabric bending properties.
g) Sewing thread bending properties.
h) Fabric tear strength.
i) Fabric thickness and compressibility.
When the experimentally measured values for these
variables were suitably plotted, the results fell naturally
into three groups, representing severe (commercially
unacceptable) pucker, critical (borderline) pucker, and low
(commercially acceptable) pucker or no pucker,
respectively. Any of these charts may be used to predict
the tendency of fabric to exhibit seam pucker.
The form of these groupings suggested an explanation
of the mechanism of pucker, in terms of the interaction be-
tween the sewing thread and fabric in the stitch, and their
relative properties, which in turn control the occurance or
non-occurance of seam pucker. This explanation suggested a
method of reducing or eliminating pucker which required the
"modification of the-interaction between sewing thread and
fabric. This interaction was suitably changed by incor-
porating a stiffening strip into the seams, .or by locally
CLOTHWORKERS' LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.._ .··.-cc~~ ,
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stiffening the fabric in the region of the seam.
Since the completion of previous work on pucker some
new publications have appeared on this topic, which high-
light the commercial importance of this problem today.
These are reviewed below. A more comprehensive literature
survey on seam pucker is contained in (1).
Gutermann (5), the German thread manufacturers have
published an extensive technical review on this subject,
which although comprehensive did not report any new
research.
Shimazaki and Nakano (6) studied the configuration of
puckered seam by spectral analysis and found that puckers
impose a sine curve pattern onto the fabric. These con-
figurations were in agreement with early work by Zoroski
and Patel (7). Spectral analysis is not an instrumental
technique for assessing pucker; it seems that because puck-
ering occurs multidimensionally, the most efficient means
of measuring pucker would be by computerised image
analysis.
Schwartz (8) attempted a geometrical analysis of seam
pucker in structurally jammed woven fabrics, based on the
explanation of Dorkin and Chamberlain (9). He assumed a
simplistic seam, consisting of two identical plain woven
fabrics," held together by a lockstitch (301 type) seam,
.sewn by round incompressible and inextensible threads. Such
a model is based on a somewhat dated theory and its assump-
"81t
tions are not realistic. He deduces a relationship between
the diameter of the sewing thread and the geometrical
parameters of the seamed fabric at the jamming limit. If
the sewing and fabric parameters are given, then the jam-
ming condition is said to be predicted from the analysis.
A more recent literature survey has been published by
Galuszynski (10) who summarises the findings of others and
reports on seam pucker, in both woven and knitted fabrics.
1.3. Aspects of further work
At the completion of the recent work on seampucl!ecitwas,
apparent that further study was needed in some areas. It
was clear that fabric tensile properties, in particular the
ini tial part of the tensile strength curve at very low
stress, might be another important parameter in the pucker
prediction method.
Changes in the interaction between thread and fabric
were most easily attained by local stiffening, because com-
mercial and aesthetic considerations prevent changes in
thread and fabric properties. However to confirm the impor-
tance of thread properties it was necessary to investigate
some speclally made threads. These were made with low bend-
ing and tensile proerties, as suggested by the measurements
of thread and fabric properties. It was also necessary to
"9"
examine a number of commercially available materials for
use as seam stiffeners, to select the most suitable for
commercial exploitation.
Finally some aspects of sewing machine dynamics were
studied for, although work of this sort has been done in
the past, it was important to be able to relate structural
jamming pucker with some of the dynamic phenomena which
continue to occur.
"10"
CHAPTER 21 FABRIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT LOW STRESS.
2.1. Introduction
The relationship between fabric mechanical properties
at low stress and seam pucker has already been studied (1),
and it was found that the tendency to exhibit seam pucker
can be predicted from mechanical property measurements.
In the original work attention was confined to
measurements of mechanical properties which were thought to
give an indirect measure of the degree of structural
jamming, since structural jamming pucker was the main ob-
ject of the study. Originally tensile properties were felt
to be less promising in this role and were omitted from the
study because of pressure of time. The success of using
mechanical property measurements as predictions of pucker
tendency meant that it was important to examine tensile
properties for the sake of completeness.
Tensile tests were then undertaken along the same
lines as previous work (1).
"11"
2.2 Fabric Tensile properties - Initial Young's
Modulus
The same set of sample fabrics was used as in previous
work, so that comparison of results would be possible.
Hence the total of 43 commercial lightweight fabrics were
tested; their specifications are shown in Table 2.1. The
stress strain curve of each fabric was determined, using an
Instron 1026 tensile tester with load capacity 0 to 200
kgf, obtained with load cell type 2511-312. The gauge
length was set to 500mm, with chart speed and cross head
speed set at 100 mm/min. Ten conditioned samples from each
fabric 600mm by 50mm, cut parallel to the warp direction,
were tested at 200kgf full scale deflection. All tests were
carried out in accordance with the requirements of British
Standards BS No.27576:1986 (11).
From the stress strain curves obtained, two repre-
sentative samples of which are shown in figure 2.1, the
initial Young's modulis can be calculated. This is the tan-
gent of the angle between the initial straight part of the
curve and the horizontal axis. Table 2.2 shows the calcu-
lated vaules of initial Young's modulus for each of the
fabrics tested. Modulus is a measure of the stress required
to extend the fabric, and in this case it indicated the
,"'
fabric extensional response to low stresses. For small
stresses it is known that the modulus for compression is
[3r:"- . .. ,:;1:
" _ ,i I
[\ r ~ ,~
-_. ---'-----~-=---- ____-_____1
Fabric WarQ Count Weft Count Weave EndsLcm PicksLcm Weight ComQos.(gLm2)
1 45 N 45 N Plain 45 30 102 67p/33c
2 45 N 45 N Plain 46 30 102 67p/33c
3 50 dtex 75 dtex 2x1Serge 48 35 64 100%pol
4 56 dtex 30 N Plain 48 29 93 77p/23c
5 15 N 12 N 3x1Twill 43 18 252 67p/33c
6 15 N 15 N 3x1Twill 43 22 282 100%cot
7 20 N 20 N 2x1Twill 36 23 185 67p/33c
8 10 N 10 N Plain 20 17 251 100%cot
9 38 N 38 N Plain 32 24 95 SSc/4Sp
10 38 N 38 N Plain Unres. 32 24 92 SSc/4Sp
11 40 N 40 N Plain 40 26 98 67p/33c
12 30 N 20 N 3x1Twill 47 22 183 6Sp/3Sc
13 12 N 12 N Plain 23 17 202 SSp/44c
14 167 dtex 2/28 N Plain 24 18 177 77p/23c
15 2/21 N 2/21 N Plain 14 5 310 75p23v2l
16 50 N 50 N Plain 40 26 79 67p/33c
17 56 dtex 84 dtex Satin 90 37 86 100%pol
18 33 dtex 50 N Satin 47 33 102 49n33p18c
19 84 dtex 84 dtex Plain 72 36 99 100%pol
20 33 dtex 44 dtex Satin 117 46 72 SSn30p1Ss
21 2/30 N 2/30 N Plain 32 17 214 67p/33c22 20 N 25 N plain 48 24 171 67p/33c23 30 N 24 N Plain 39 22 155 67p/33c24 78 dtex 7'8dtex Plain 42 31 67 100%nyl
25 78 dtex 78 dtex Plain 47 34 92 100%nyl
26 12 N 12 N 3x1Twill 36 19 272 100%cot27 12 N 12 N 3x1Twill 40 22 192 100%cot28 12 N 12 N 3x1Twill 50 20 193 100%cot29 20 tex 25 tex Plain 30 24 124 SOp/SOc30 30 N 30 N Plain 51 23 166 67p/33c31 30 N 30 N 2x2Twill 54 33 206 67p/33c32 14 N 14 N Plain 24 30 183 100%cot33 30 N 30 N Plain 50 26 155 67p/33c34 14 N 12 N plain 33 17 216 100%cot35 30 N 30 N 2x2Twill 22 32 193 67p/33c36 45 N 45 N Plain 46 30 95 67p/33c37 41 N 38 N Plain 49 28 117 SOp/SOc38 18 N 18 N plain 27 23 180 67p/33c39 41 N 38 N Plain 49 31 71 100%nyl40 50 N 50 N Plain 40 26 80 67p/33c41 78 dtex 24 N Plain 43 28 121 ·65c/3Sn42 78 dtex 78 dtex plain 40 32 78 100%nyl43 16 N 16'N . Plain 33 18 210 67p/33c
Table 2.1 Fabric specifications.
keys: p=polyester, c=cotton, n=nylon, v=viscose, l=lycra, s=silk
kgf
1'20
100
80
60
40
20
10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 COO 90
0/0 Ext.
Figure 2.1 Stress}strain curves of fabrics
7 and 17 along the warp direction
Fabric tan 9 (kgf/nun)
1 0.75
2 0.70
3 0.90
4 0.10
5 0.50
6 0.29
7 0.69
B 0.20
9 O.BO
10 0.75
11 0.66
12 1.33
13 O.BO
14 0.60
15 0.12
16 0.90
17 1.6B
1B 1.10
19 0.66
20 1.30
21 0.75
22 1.16
23 1.20
24 1.40
25 1.00
26 0.35
27 O.BO
2B 3.50
29 0.92
30 O.BO
31 0.64
32 0.40
33 1.23
34 0.50
35 0.70
36 O.BB
37 1.00
3B 0.79
39 1.00
40 0.90
41 0.93
42 1.00
43 O.BO
Table 2.2 The values of fabric Initial Young's Modulus
tan e Kgf/nun.
Note: Table 2.1 shows the characteristics of these
fabrics.
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equal to the modulus for tension (i.e., the stress strain
curve is continuous through the origin ) (12). Therefore
fabrics with high Young's modulus cannot accomodate the
compressive stresses, which occur during sewing, and tend
to buckle out of their plane, creating seam pucker.
When modulus values were plotted against thickness,
clusters of acceptable, critical and unacceptable pucker
were revealed, as shown in figure 2.2. These clusters con-
tain fabric sets which correlate with their corresponding
AATCC pucker grade assessment, as shown in the key area of
figure 2.2. Therefore, in this group of fabrics i
lightweight woven materials, fabrics with high Young's
modulus are more prone to seam pucker and fabrics with low
Young's modulus are less prone to seam pucker.
With the completion of this analysis, relationships
have been established between fabric mechanical properties
and seam pucker and low. cost pucker prediction through
fabric mechanical property measurement for lightweight
fabrics is now available.
Figure 2.2 Seam Pucker Prediction Chart
L8
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CHAPTER 3 ELIMINATION OF SEAM PUCKER
3.1 Introduction
Seam pucker is created by bending and compressional
forces imposed on the fabric by the sewing thread, when
these forces cannot be accoDtOdated within the fabric be-
cause of its high compressional modulus ,ortransfened into
the bulk of the fabric because of its low shear stiffness,
or resisted by the fabric due to its low bending stiffness.
The obvious route of eliminating pucker is to change either
or both of the thread properties or fabric properties. The
predominant fabric property is bending stiffness, and it
was discovered that if the bending stiffness of the fabric
is increased locally along the sewing line with a narrow
stiffening strip, pucker will dissapear~ Plates 3.1, 3~2.
For possible commercial use a more suitable stiffening
agent, or agents, needed to be found than the fabrics
originally used. The original experimental investigations
on thread properties suggested that reducing sewing thread
extensibility and bending stiffness to a minimum (1) would
be beneficial in reducing pucker forces acting on the
fabric during sewing because the buckling would be kept
low. To" try to confirm this conclusion, seven specially
made threads were provided for experimentation.
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3.2 Pucker reduction by using experLmental sewing
threads
Seven experimental sewing threads, with modified
properties, wee manufactured by J and P Coats Ltd. and
English Sewing Threads Co., table 3.1, as suggested in pre-
vious work (1), and supplied for seam pucker assesment.
Studies of fabric samples sewn with these threads
revealed tha~ there was a considrable re~uction of pucker
with some of them, and no improvement with others. To ex-
plain this variation in performance, samples of threads
were tested further, to reveal their bending and tensile
properties so that they could be compared with commerical
threads, which have been tested in the same way previously
(1) .
Both components of thread bending stiffness, the coer-
cive couple (Co), which is the magnitude of the frictional
restrains of the material in bending (dyn.cm.cm-1) and the
low curvature elastic flexural rigidity (Go), which is the
magnitude of the elastic component of the fabric stiffness
in bending (dyn.cm2cm-1), were calculated as described in
previous work (1), for testing sewing threads, using the
Shirley cycling bending tester. Also thread tensile
properti~s such as breaking load in gf, and percentage
extension, were determined using the Instron tensile tester
as previously (1). Actual fabric sewing was carried out on
Thread characteristics
J&P Coats dtex/ply
1 67x2
2 102x2
3 152xl
4 106x2
English Sewing 74 dtex
A 24 filaments
B 30 filaments
C 48 filaments
Table 3.1 Experimentalsewing threads.
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a fabric which possessed the highest pucker severity of all
the fabrics tested (fabric 24). All conditions, other than
sewing thread, were kept the same. Samples were finally
graded to assess the effect of each thread on the formation
of seam pucker. The experimental values of the thread
properties and sewing performance are shown in Tables 3.2
and 3.3.
It is apparent that thread. 1 , pezfozms best,
plate 3.3, due to .its low bending and elongation
properties. The low bending stiffness of the thread is
desirable because the thread can form a stitch in a ligh-
weight fabric more easily, taking up sharp curvatures
without compressing the fabric, at an angle to its plane.
Low thread extensibility on the other hand is essential so
that the thread does not need to recover from large strains
imposed during stitch formation, and therefore does not
compress the fabric along its plane and create pucker. The
difficul ty is that to withstand dynamic tensions, the
thread should be strong enough to avoid breakage, and hence
it seems that with conventional thread manufacture this im-
plies either high bending stiffness or high elongation. The
rest of the experimental threads have low bending stiffness
or elongation, but not both and therefore do not perform so
well in the seams, plate 3.3.
These findings have confirmed the importance.of thread
b~nding and extension properties in controlling pucker. It
Grading ThreadlBreaking %Exten %Extension at (gflAATCC type load(gf) break 100 I 200 I 300 400
sQunLQo1
2 180 830.00 15.52 1.2 3.1 6.5 9.0
1 120 1060.00 14.60 1.0 2.0 4.1 5.8
2 80 1460.00 18.00 1.1 2.4 4.0 5.8
2 100pol/c.ot 1090.00 18.00 1.2 2.5 5.5 7.5
dtexLQl~
2 1 67x2 633.50 8.80 1.00 1.85 3.25 4.75
2 2 102x2 1067.00 13.12 0.87 1.75 2.87 4.50
3 3 152x1 850.00 16.44 1.12 5.00 8.00 10.00
'2 4 106x2 850.00 16.72 1.25 2.25 6.50 9.00
74 dtex
1 A 24fil 1100.00 20.65 1.5 3.25 5.87 7.75
1 B 30fil 1035.00 19.40 1.5 2.62 5.50 7.50
1 C 48fil 10'33.33 23.60 1.5 2.25 4.87 7.00
Table 3.2 Tensile properties of sewing threads
Grading Thread type BENDING STIFFNESS
AATCC Coercive couple Co Elastic flex.
(dyn cm cm-J ) rigiditI Go
(dyn cm cm-t )
Sl2unL:gol
2 180 30 34
1 120 27 45
2 80 26 54
l2olLcotton
2 100 20 63
dtexLI2I~
2 1 67x2 28 58
2 2 102x2· 27 46
3 3 152x1 13 67
2 4 106x2 22 56
74 dtex
1 A 24 file 39 123
1 B 30 file 40 109
1 C 48 file 48 77
Table 3.3 Bending stiffness of sewing threads.
Note: Sewing threads l,2,3,4,A,B,C are experimental threads.
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would be beneficial if sewing threads could be developed
for commenial use with low bending stiffness and low
extensibility, whilst preserving other important properties
such as dynamic tensile strength and abrasion resistance.
The development of such threads is a major project in its
own right and is beyond the scope of the present work.
3.3. Pucker reduction by applying stiffening materials
The most obvious way to improve bending stiffness
along the seamline of the fabric is by introducing a stif,-
fening material into the seam or by bonding the fabric
layers locally with a chemical stiffening agent.
The first method has the advantage of not affecting
seam properties such as stretching, shearability etc., and
if the material is carefully selected, it may not affect
garment drape significantly. The second method, which might
be carried out during fusing, has somewhat restricted ap-
plications because it alters useful seam properties such as
,
"
drape and extensibility, as the two fabrics are bonded
together. Therefore a search for more suitable stiffening
materials was undertaken.
The ..stiffeningmaterial had to possess some desirable
properties, other than a considerable degree of bending
stiffness, such as stability with normal wear, neutrality
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in colour, easy handle, and it must be relatively
inexpensive, widely available and easy to insert in the
seam.
Many trials using different linings were carried out,
by incorporating them into seams during sewing, using
samples of fabric with severe tendency to pucker. Their
performance was as follows:
1) Thermoform linings. These were supplied in three grades
of stiffness, which basically depended upon the density of
the adhesive pattern, which was attached to a tape. Its ap-
plication involved heat and pressure, to bond the adhesive
onto the fabric.
Satisfactory performance was only shown by the highest
grade (03), because the others left large areas of
untreated fabric, due to their adhesive designs. The ther-
moform linigns have the disadvantage for implementation
that an additional proccess is needed.
2) Non woven linings. These were provided in many grades
and colours. Although inexpensive, those which performed
satisfactorily had relatively high thickness and did not
drape well.
3) Adhesive lining. Heat and pressure bonds the two plies
of the fabric together, much like the fusing operation.
This material restricted the shearability of the fabric at
the stitch area, and was not suitable for overlock seams.
These results are summarised in table 3.4. where every
Stiffening material Grading of seam pucker
AATCC Standards
Thermoform Grades
01 light
02 medium
03 heavy
1
3
4
Non Woven linings
light weight
medium weight
heavy weight
1
1
3
2Adhesive lining
Ordinary lable tapes 3
Special woven material 5
Table 3.4 The effect of different type of stiffening
materials on seam pucker.
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lining material used has been graded for seam pucker. As it
is seen the most suitable material which was tested, con-
sisted of a thin plain cotton woven fabric which was
stiffened by a printing liquor. It eliminated seam pucker,
plate 3.4(b), it possessed dimensional stability, it was
easy to manufacture, and it was easy to introduce into the
seam during the normal sewing operation. It should be
pointed out that because this type of material is not being
-produced as a commercial product, its properties were not
pro~ided.
3.4. Implementation of Stiffening Using Other Types of
Sewing Machines.
--Having found a suitable ILn ing material which could
eliminate seam pucker during lockstitch sewing, trials were
undertaken to see how it performed in sewing other types of
stitches.
Rimoldi overlock and Union Special chain stitch,
single needle sewing machines were used. The machines were
"
set as in normal sewing of lightweight fabrics and the
stiffenings were incorporated in their seams.
The .;implementationwas as easy as in the lockstitch
machining and pucker was eliminated in both cases, plates
3.5(b) and 3.6(b), despite the fact that in the overlock
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seams the stiffening tape had to be inserted beneath the.
second fabric and not in between the two, as in the other
seams.
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CHAPTER 41 REVISION OF SEAM PUCKER PREDICTION CHARTS
Seam pucker can only be assessed subjectively, by
using photographic standards (3), since instrumental tech-
niques have so far failed to produce accurate results. A
low cost means of predicting the degree of pucker has been
already provided (1), by correlating the measured values of
the following fabric mechanical properties with the degree
of pucker obtained in the seams:
a) Fabric sett; as a function of the theoretical maximum
sett (after Peirce) (13) as predicted to obtain a measure
of the degree of fabric structural jamming.
b) Fabric tear strength; as a measure of the frictional
constraints in the fabric and the mobility of its con-
stituent yarns.
c) Fabric shear; as a measure of the frictional constraints
wi thin each fabric structure, the ability of its con-
stituent yarns to deform, and a measure of the ability of
each fabric to transfer local distortions into its bulk.
d) Fabric and thread bending properties; as a measure of
the relative stiffnesses of fabric and thread, as well as
of the bending stiffness of each fabric.
e) Fabric initial Young's modulus; as a measure of the
resistance of the fabric to compression at low stress.
These prope~ties were experimentally measured, for a
~et of forty three commercial lightweight woven fabrics,
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and when their values were suitably plotted, three distinct
clusters were obtained which, when compared with fabric
grading, were found to correspond to severe, critical and
acceptable pucker.
Any of these results maybe used for low cost pucker
prediction, when plotted appropriately. Perhaps the
simplest of all is fabric thickness against weight, figure
4.1, which has been taken from the autor's MS£ thesis (1),
and which conforms with the initial modulus verses thick-
ness chart obtained in this work.
Further work is required, using the charts in an in-
dustrial context, to test the validity of the boundary
limits and the utility of the charts as a routine quality
control tool.
.... evere
~ critical B
• acceptable
Figure 4.1 Seam Pucker Prediction Chart
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CHAP'l'BR 51 ASPBC'fS or 'mB DnwuCS or SBAK PUCUR
It has been gener8ny accepted that basic sewing
machine mechanisms have not changed for many years, al-
though in recent years sewing machine speeds have doubled,
so that it is now common to encounter speeds above 8000
rpm.
These high speeds have created problems of instability
in some machine parts, which can affect the quality of the
sewn garment. Previous work has identified some of these
problems, but without any direct reference to the connec-
tion with seam pucker. It was therefore decided that some
aspects of machine dynamics such as fabric transportation
and thread control at the sewing point, would be briefly
examined and any connection with pucker demonstrated.
In 1969 Johnson (14) investigated the presser foot
"bouncing off" when hit by the feed dog, as the latter
rises to transport the fabric, during the sewing cycle of
the lockstitch machine. She suggested a spring-hinged pres-
ser foot at minimum pressure. Since then, sewing machine
builders have made various improvements in presser foot
design and construction, e.g. presser feet coated with
teflon, feet with rear pivot point, or with floating pres-
ser arm, variable top feeds, top drive belt feed and
lEEDS UNIVERSITYU~ARY
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synchronised top feed pullers. However, these special at-
tachments are offered at extra cost, and as far as the
basic. lockstitch machine is concerned, its feeding system
has changed very little to cope with increasing machine
speeds. Therefore an investigation into fabric feeding was
undertaken using a Pfaff lockstitch machine (model no.
463) •
During sewing, immediately after a stitch is formed,
the feed ·dog rises to move the fabric forward by a
predetermined amount, assisted by the presser foot, which
presses down upon the fabric to ensure that the fabric is
clamped during feeding and held in place at all times.
Idealy the foot should always clamp the fabric, which
is not a problem if the presser foot exerts moderate pres-
sure and the fabric is static during needle penetration. At
the dynamic part of the cycle however, i.e., during fabric
feeding, and at a critical machine speed, as the feed dog
stops rising the foot cannot keep in contact with the feed
dog but continues to rise, freeing the fabric. It is at
this point that the presser foot is said to be "bouncing
off" .
To e~tablish this prob~em quantitatively, an electric
circuit was set up, between the presser foot and the feed
dog of the machine, the circuit being closed when the foot
was in contact with the feed dog or needle pate. The cur-
rent in the circuit was monitored using an osciUoscope, as
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shown in figure 5.1. The machine was operated without
fabric and at an average foot pressure of 4 kgf.
When both feed dog and presser foot are in contact,
there is a continuous flow of current in the circuit and
this is shown as a straight line on the oscilloscope. In
contrast, when the feed dog and presser foot are out of
contact (foot bouncing), the circuit is open, as no current
flows through it, and this is shown as a discontinuous line
in the scope ,"figure 5.2.
At speeds up to 2600 rpm feed dog and presser foot
were in continuous contact, beyond these speeds however
bouncing of the foot was observed; this increased with
machine speed.
To quantify this point an ammeter was connected in
-series with the circuit. In static conditions the current
flowing through the system was 16.1 mA, and at 4200rpm 15.6
mAo Therefore the loss of contact time between feed dog
and presser foot was 3%. Figure 5.3 shows loss of contact
between presser foot and feed dog and throat plate, in-
dicating that the loss of contact time increases as the
speed of the machine increases, therefore it would be ex-
pected that the foot bouncing is more severe at high
operating speeds.
The'effect of this condition upon seam quality may be
severe. During bouncing off the fabric is no longer under
control, and as a result it may move forward under inertia
R(VV"'1
I
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Feed dog
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Figure 5.1 Electric circuits for presser foot bouncing detection
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and thread tension creating gathering, it may spring back
under fabric tension, or it may even be lifted out of line
...
with the rest of the stitches. In so doing two problems are
created, variation in stitch density, and seam puckering.
Presser foot bounce is influenced by foot pressure, if this
is set too high it promotes bouncing.
Presser foot bounce is a resonance effect, excited by
the movement of the feed dogs and other vibrations of the
sewing machine mechanism. It should therefore be possible
to control bouncing of the presser foot byal tering the
responce of the presser foot system so that resonance oc-
curs at frequencies higher than those encountered in
sewing, or by damping the motion of the presser foot. The
first approach requires changes to the spring constant of
the presser foot loading system, and is used commercially
(15). The second approach was investigated to see if it of-
fered a feasible alternative to sti'ffer presser foot
springs.
Initially a small pneumatic piston and cylinder were
attached between the machine frame and the foot as shown in
plate 5.1. The ports to the piston were of restricted area,
so movement of the piston required a finite force to drive
air into and out of the cylinder through the restricted
ports. This damping effect increases with piston speed up
to the point were the trapped a,iritself acts as a spring.
With this device the bouncing off was eliminated, and seam
CLOTHWORKERS' LIBRARY I'!
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pucker was improved. The trace observed in the oscilloscope
was continuous up to 4500 rpm, but during actual sewing
problems of excessive foot pressure created seam gathering,
suggesting the device needs careful matching to the
dynamics of the presser foot system and feed dog
excitation.
Other modifications in the feeding mechanism which
were tried were to glue thin rubber or pvc under the foot,
and to increase the contact area of the feed dog by apply-
ing epoxy resin between the teeth, however these modifica-
tionswere tedious and short-lived.
It should be pointed out that the fabric itelf has a
damping effect on the foot, however with lightweight
fabrics this effect is very small and foot bouncing is more
likely than with thick, compressible fabrics.
A simple and very effective way to eliminate presser
foot bounce was found to be the introduction of a piece of
felt material with high compressibility underneath the foot
around the opening where the thread is acco.adated. Sewing
performance was immediately improved, plate 5.2, as presser
foot bounce was eliminated and the movements of both thread
and fabric' were damped. Care had to be taken, however, not
to run the machine without fabric, as the feed dog teeth.easily damaged the felt material.
It,was concluded that the role of the dynamic effects,
in particular presser foot bounce, in causing seam pucker
CLOTHWORKERS' UBRARY I
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had been demonstrated. The effecti,veness of damping dynamic
effects in reducing seam pucker was shown using simple
devices; however, these devices were not suitable for im-
mediate commercial application.
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CHAPTER 61 REVISION OP A PROPOSED MECHANISM OP SEAM
PUCKER
In a previous study (1), the mechanism of seam pucker
was represented for a single stitch, by a series of three
springs in parallel, wherby the central spring, the fabric,
forms an IIEuler column II being partly compressed by the
outer springs, the threads, being stretched by different
amounts. Thus if the bending and compressive loads are high
in comparison to the bending and compressive stiffness of
the fabric, deformation in the form of pucker will occur.
On the other hand if the column is stiff by comparison with
these loads, then the critical load for the column will not
be exceeded and deformation i.e., pucker will not occur.
Although this is a generalised mechanism of seam
pucker, it has been found in this investigation that cer-
tain sewing machine dynamic phenomena may affect this
mechanism of seam pucker.
There are several machine parts which above a critical
sewing speed start to become unstable, affecting stitch
formation. During fabric feeding and in the part of the
..cycle where the feed dog stops rising, the foot cannot keep
in contact with the feed dog and continues to rise, freeing
.t.he fabric, which is now under the control of the tension
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of the sewing threads. Depending on the magnitude of this
tension the fabric may continue to move forward under iner-
tia and thread tension creating gathering, it may spring
back under fabric tension, or it may even be lifted out of
line with the rest of the stitches. These are complicated
mechanisms which are caused by presser foot bouncing in
convensional lock stitch sewing machines.
Another kinetic effect is the instability of the
needle thread during stitch formation, which is caused by
inefficient thread control. It has been observed by using a
stroboscope that when the formed loop i~ pulled through the
fabric and the excess needle thread is taken up by the take
up lever, the needle thread starts to vibrate at the sewing
point, and at speeds higher than 3400 rpm is seen to change
positions under the presser foot,. introducing additional
strains to the stitch. Its behaviour seems to be excited
with foot bouncing and high operational speeds.
There are therefore situations that are governed by
mechanisms caused by the instability of the sewing machine
parts to perform efficiently under dynamic and kinetic
.' conditions. It may be time that the basic mechanisms of the
sewing machine, which were designed for hand operation more
than 200 years ago, should be changed to cope with current
sewing speeds.
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CHAPTER 71 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The present study of seam pucker in lightweight woven
fabriqs attempts to fill gaps in a previous study, which
was carried out in a limited period of time. Firstly ten-
sile properties of the same set of fabrics as used
previously, were examined as a measure of the initial com-
pressional properties and hence a measure of the ability of
the fabric to accomodate the thread in the seam. Secondly
tensile and bending properties of some specially made
sewing threads were studied to examine the interaction of
thread properties and seam pucker. In addition a study of a
cost effective selection of appropriate seam stiffening
materials for eliminating pucker and an investigation of
some aspects of machine dynamics and their relation to seam
pucker were undertaken.
Previous work on seam pucker was discussed, including
some new references which were published after 1982. Other
studies of fabric tensile properties have revealed that
initial Young's modulus may be a measure of the ability of
the fabric to acco.:>date compressive forces during stitch
formation. Therefore if the initial Young's modulus is
high, indicating the need for high stress to extend or
'Compress the fabric, severe pucker will be formed and vice
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versa.
Results of initial Young's modulus plotted against
fabric thickness have grouped the fabrics into three dis-
tinct categories of severe, critical and acceptable pucker.
This chart together with charts of shear, bending, tear and
other properties obtained in the previous investigation may
serve as quality control tools for seam pucker prediction.
It is therefore possible to predict the tendency to seam
pucker in lightweight woven materials before garment
assembly, by charts produced by correlating fabric mechani-
cal properties.
The mechanism of seam pucker suggested previously was
based on the relative magnitudes of the tensile and bending
stiffness of thread and fabric, because these alone can
control whether fabric will pucker or not under static
conditions. Based on that model, reducing the bending
stiffness and the tensile extensibility of some experimen-
tal threads, provided some considerable reduction of pucker
in the test fabrics. In contrast, the bending stiffness and
the resistance to in-plane compression of the fabric in the
seam have been increased, by incorporating in the seam, a
selection of easily inserted and readily obtained
materials. One such material has been selected as the most
effective in eliminating seam pucker in the most pucker -
prone fabric. It is also fun~amental.that since all seam
.puckers, irrespective of their nature, are· caused by com-
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pressive forces on the fabric, the same treatment should be
effective in any form of pucker. This technique ws succes-
fully implemented with other type of stitches such as
chainstitch and overlock.
This study has also established the relationship of
sewing machine. dynamics and seam pucker. Presser foot
bouncing in particular induces seam pucker and the sewing
thread needs to be controlled in a better way during stitch
formation. Some simple devices have been made which il-
lustrate the importance of desighning new machine parts
which are more stable under dynamic conditions, and based
on this experience the generalised pucker mechanism has
been revised.
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PART 21 SEWING DAMAGE IN KNITTED FABRICS, ITS DIAG-
NOSIS AND MEASUREMENT
CHAPTER 81 INTRODUCTION TO SEWING DAMAGE
The wearing of clothing became a necessity centuries
ago, for reasons of modesty, comfort and protection. Prior
to the Industrial Revolution when ·demand exceeded supply,
the cottage tailoring industry f~ourished by selling every-
thing that it could produce. With increasing
industrialisation, today there is a continuing surplus of
clothing and fierce competition amongst clothing
4~ •manufacturers, allowing the consumer to seek ever better
value for money. The concept of quality clothing has been.established, and as a result unsatisfactory garments are
returned to the retailer.
The joining of one or more predetermined peices of
cloth together has been carried out by sewing with a needle
and a thread for centuries. This operation has evolved over
the years to attain considerable mechanisation and great
sophistication, but the basic sewing principles have not
changed.
This transformation has had its consequences, because
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problems such as damage started to be encountered during
sewing. These led to a lowering in garment quality and even
to the garment being rejected completely.
Damage of the garment during sewing is a problem that
has being troubling the clothing industry for almost 50
years. Despite the considerable amount of work done, it
seems that the problem has not been fully investigated, and
that only temporary solutions have been found.
It is anticipated that if problems like sewing damage
are not fully explained and diagnosed efficiently, it will
be impossible to implement automated garment production in
the future. In robotic garment assembly the quality of
each garment operation would need to be monitored, so that
faults such as needle damage are detected when they occur,
and appropriate remedial action is taken.
This study was initiated to provide a better under-
standing of the problem of sewing damage, and to develop
improved techniques for its assesment.
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CHAPTER 9 I LITERATURE REVIEW Ol!'SEWING DAMAGE
9.1 Introduction
Sewing damage to fabric is a fault which occurs during
the sewing operation, caused by the sewing machine needle
as it is inserted into the fabric to form a stitch. This
damage may be thermal, caused by temperature build up in
the needle during sewing, resulting in the fusing of one or
more yarns, if these are synthetic, or mechanical caused by
the sewing needle during penetration and/or withdrawi,
resulting in the rupturing or cutting of one or more yarns.
9.2 l!'abricdamage due to needle heating.
Needle heating is a problem which was created by the
innovation of thermoplastic synthetic fabrics in the
market, around the second world war, and by the increase of
machine operating speeds for higher productivity. It is
caused by friction between needle and fabric as a function
of machine speed, which can become so high that there are
instances at which the needle temper is destroyed around
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its eye, so that it bends and breaks easily (1).
The first paper which is concerned with thermal damage
was by Scott (2), in 1951. Since then considerable work has
been carried out in this area.
Sondhelm (3) was among the first workers to try
measure needle heat. He applied a lacquer substance along
the groove of a needle, which would either became opaque or
change colour when a certain temperature was reached.
The temperatures recorded ranged from 90 C to 223 C. A
new needle had to be used for each experiment, which was
carried out without thread, at speeds up to. 2750 rpm. The
area of maximum temperature was found to be around the
needle eye; this agreed with the subsequent findings of
others. It was also discovered that the wax content in a
cotton fabric reduced the needle temperature and so did
additional lubricants. Finally, he examined the steep tem-
perature increase of blunt needles and reported on the ef-
fects of sewing time on needle temperature.
Another technique prefened at that time was the use of
thermocouples. Frederic and Zagieboylo (4) silver soldered
constantan wire in the back groove of several needles, at
various positions. By using a portable pyrometer they
, of·~:-;· -,
measured the generated temperature, during sewing, revealing
"that the interior of the needle remains at the highest tem-
perature after sewing, because the needle is not air cooled
by it own motion. The heat is generated by the frictional
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contact between needle and fabric and it is a function of
fibre frictional properties and cloth tightness.
In the following five years there were rapid develop-
ments of special needles, cooling devices and lubricants or
softeners. Schmetz (5) developed a new needle called "the
bulged eye needle", which was enlarged at the eye part to
reduce contact time with the fabric. This design was very
succesiul, and it was later adopted by other needle
manufacturers. The Singer company (6) devised a yarn
severance test, which was based on the ratio of the number
of severed yarns devided by the total number of yarns,
expressed as a percentage. Singer also developed an ap-
paratus based on thermocouples for measuring needle tem-
perature (7). Experiments with this instrument showed that
cotton sewing threads contributed to needle cooling as did
devices of small jets of air fitted near to the needle.
At about the same time Schmetz (8) developed a coarser
blade needle to reduce friction in its upward stroke. The
company demonstrated the advantage of the new needle over
the conventional type by measuring needle heat using a
photoelectric cell to measure the infra-red radiation from
the needle. Radiation from the needle is converted into an
electric current and increased 500,000 by an amplifier, and
the temperature profile is plotted on a chart recorder. The
company realised the shortcomings of ·the external coolers
in terms of impracticality and developed a system of cool-
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ing by a new needle bar which circulated air during needle
recipr·ocation.
In the USA, clothing producers overWelmed by the ex-
tent of this problem favoured die-grooved needles, rather
than mill-grooved because they claimed the die-grooved
needle created less friction due to its more open eye for-
mation (9).
The English Sewing Company (10) reported on the impor-
tance of reducing needle heat by lubrication of the sewing
thread.
Dorkin and Chamberlain (11~,(12) measured needle heat-
ing using modified thermocouples. Ferrous wire of a very
small diameter was chosen to fit inside the needle groove
without protruding. The wires were silver soldered in the
grooves, at different points up to the shoulder of the
needle. They studied the effects of machine speed under
different sewing conditions. For instance, sewing needle
characteristics, such as point shape and surface finish
were examined, with different cloth constructions and num-
bers of plies, sewing thread type, etc.
Howard and Parsons (13) revealed that the effect of
heat is governed by the way in which it is dissipated.
Needle diameter was found to be the major factor in the
generation of heat, so increase of needle size would be a
disadvantage. They explained that heat.transfer coefficient
.5.sapproximately proportional to the square root of air
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velocity; that is why needle cooling is increased by jets
of air. A number of tests were made by infra-red pyrometry,
but due to the inability of the detector to respond fast
enough to the varying temperature signal, the needle tem-
perature profile was not accurate.
Schrum and Queen (14), warned that the recently
developed wash-and-wear and permanent-press finishes tend
to generate more needle heat when applied in large amounts.
A c~rehensive account of the developments up to 1968
was given by Hersh and Grady (15), who expressed their own
views and critisism, and suggested areas of further' work.
They favoured the findings of Dorkin and Chamberlain
(12),(13) and stated that it is impossible to determine the
sewing characteristics of the fabric merely from its struc-
ture and construction.
The factors which influence the needle-fabric interac-
tion leading to heat generation were examined by Khan,
Hersh, and Grady (16). They studied needle penetration
forces using an Instron tensile tester, and concluded that
needle diameter and coating and fabric finish, affect maxi-
mum penetration force and the energy which is expended
during penetration and withdraW., and that the effect of
the needle velocity in reducing heat was very small. Trials
with bulged eye needles were found to be very effective,
whereas the thread had no significance'. The needle penetra-
,tion force increased with the number of fabric plies almost
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linearly, and was reduced when using needles with special
coatings.
Schmetz and Haase (17) state that continuous filament
sewing threads cause higher needle temperatures than
staple-fibre threads. The cooling action of the staple
threads was attributed to their ability to transport air.
Other experiments with threads were made by Sukharev and
Bedenko (18), revealing that cotton and silk threads could
withstand needle temperatures of up to 400 C, whereas nylon
and polyester threads inevitably fused at 240 to 260 C.
Hurt and Tyler (19), whilst working for HATRA inves-
tigated needle heating in the sewing of knitted fabrics. In
their measurements they used thermocouples and studied the
effects of machine and material variables on needle
heating. The importance of lubricants and softeners in
reducing needle temperature was demonstrated via fabric
tests. Particular attention was given to scouring, which if
carried out using organic solvents, removes the waxes or
yarn lubricants which may have been introduced during.knit-
ting and results in increased fabric frictional forces.
They recommended the application of lubricants after
scouring, the use of finer needles and threads during
sewing, and favoured the use of rectangular apperture
needle eyes rather than oval. Fabric dyed at high con-
centrations increased needle temperatures and matt finish
'needles seemed to help only for some fabrics; some tempera-
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ture reduction was also obtained by using needles with PTFE
coating. In their study of ways to combat heat during
sewing, they found the vapour spray very effective, ex-
plaining that the needle is cooled down by the liquid as
the latter absorbs heat, they realised however the distur-
bance to the operator of such a technique. Finally they at-
tempted to explain theoretically the problem of needle
heating, but their approach was not realistic because many
of the parameters used could not be measured accurately.
Simmons and Keller (20) attemted to measure needle
heating using a very small and senaf tLve thermocouple,
which was formed in the slot of the thread guide at the
point near the needle shoulders, where their opinion was
that high needle temperatures are reached. They attempted
to model needle temperature theoretically, but concluded
that more research was required.
The influence of waxing the yarn prior to knitting was
studied by Lunenschloss and Gerundt (21), and a method of
predicting needle temperature during machine sewing was at-
tempted by Simmons (22), but proved unrealistic.
Later (23), some new needle coatings were developed,
e.g., Nickel-Teflon and Chromium-Teflon, however the life
of coated needles seemed to be shorter than the untreated
ones.
There are other papers concerned 'with this topic, but
'these come within the areas of research already discussed.
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The problem of needle damage due to heat has been inves-
tigated widely, and succesful means, from the machine, the
needle, and the finishing industries, have been developed
to overcome it. If these means are used correctly, needle
heat can be reduced to acceptable levels.
At present sewing speeds are being increased even fur-
ther and some machines are already capable of running
faster than 8000 rpm. These machines provide active methods
of needle cooling, by felt pads impregnated with paraffin
at needle penetration, by small air jets acting upon the
needle, by sprays of liquid, by lubricating the needle via
its thread, or even by forcing an air circulation across
the needle by machine design.
Threads are being manufactured that have low friction
with the needle eye and can resist high temperatures.
Needle technology has advanced as well with improved needle
uniformity and quality. New needle designs and coatings
have been developed, and many more fabric finishes have be-
come available, all claiming to reduce needle heating and
to improve sewability.
9.3 Mechanical damage to fabric during sewing.
Mechanical damage is a fault occuring during fabric
'sewing, when yarns are broken by the penetration/withdrawi
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of the needle. It is caused in woven and knitted fabrics,
but most frequently in very fine gauge jerseys.
The first report of needle damage in the literature
dates from 1936, when in a Shirley Institute Bulletin
(24,25), sewing damage in woven fabrics was attributed to
friction of yarn to yarn in the fabric and yarn to steel
during needle penetration. Seam damage was measured by
determining the number of cut yarns per 100 needle punc-
tures after sewing, or by measuring the load required to
drive the sewing machine at a constant speed of two punc-
tures per second. It was revealed that wax content, and the
need for lubrication after bleaching were important factors
for reducing damage. Conclusions based on sewing trials
suggested the following actions for sewing damage
reduction:
the smallest possible needle size should be used,
- the needle point should be sharp and maintained so,
- the stitch density should be low,
sewing fabrics with low moisture content should be
'avoided,
- the number of thickness should be reduced to minimum, and
- sewing of fabrics should be carried out face down.
Finally, the report attempted to correlate loss of cloth
•strength after stitching with mechanical damage.
These findings gave the first insight to the problem,
,and laid the foundations of later research.
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In another publication (26), the role of a number of
lubricants in sewing damage was evaluated by actual sewing
of fabrics. The effect of yarn cementing, by water resist-
ing agents such as resins, was found to increase friction
which could only be reduced by applying lubricants. Mineral
oxides such as chrome and iron were found to affect damage,
and between cloths of the same oxide content, the cloth
with the highest density would damage more severly (27).
Dorkin and Chamberlain (28), in an extensive study
with woven fabrics, suggested a mechanism of damage, in
which the sewing needle extends the yarns of the fabr-ic to
rupture. This explained why fabrics made of yarns with high
breaking elongation like wool (40%) do not damage in
sewing. Excessive localised extensions occur during sewing
in yarns, as the sewing needle passes either through a yar~
or between adjacent yarns. They expressed needle damage
graphically by considering two adjacent parallel yarns held
firmly by frictional forces at interlacement points in the
weave structure. These frictional forces were attributed
either to adhesive bonds due to fabric finish, or to some
mechanical force applied externally such as the sewing
machine presser foot. The yarn held points they called
'''clampingpoints" and explained that when a sewing needle
•passes between the yarns, they are subjected to extensions
because their path length increases •.The severity of the
,strains produced in t.he yarns, will depend upon their
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clamping length, on the fibre ~ype and extensibility and on
the diameter of the sewing needle.
In accordance to this explanation the following fac-
tors were considered, which influence the occurance of seam
damage:
1) Weave structure and yarn setting in relation to the size
of the sewing needle.
2) Fibre type and the amount of yarn twist, indicating that
the greater the amount of twist, the greater the fibre ex-
tension during needle penetration.
3) Types of chemicals used in fabric dye~ng and finishing
and their concentrations i.e., amount of size, resin,
softener, etc., as they can inhibit yarn movement.
4) Fabric moisture at the time of sewing, as this affects
yarn frictional properties •
5) Sewing machine settings, such as foot design and
pressure.
They generalised that for most cellulosic fibres if the
yarns have clamped lengths less than approximately 2/3s of
needle radius, the yarns will break at either side of the
needle. They pointed out that in sewing the tensile condi-
tions of the material are different to that in tensile
testing, because the fabric length during sewing is very
short and the rate of extension is very great, and it is
argued that this is closer to ballist~c testing conditions
than normal tensile testing conditions. They recommended
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lower needle sizes and modified presser foot and base plate
holes, for reducing the problem of damage. They also
pointed out that some finishes inhibit yarn movement, and
suggested that the effect of sewing thread in damage was
insignificant. Although this work was based on woven cotton
and rayon cloths, some consideration was given to knitted
fabrics as well.
Nemeth (29) worked on the mechanism of sewing damage
in knitted fabrics, along the same lines as Dorkin and
Chamberlain, but taking into consideration the sewing
thread as well. Working with damage in knitted fabrics,
Leeming and Munden (30) suggested that it depends on the
size of the loop and its ability to borrow yarn from ad-
jacent loops, whether it will burst or not. They attempted
, . to measure needle penetration forces by using the Instron
tensile tester, and anticipated the need for a routine
testin~ instrument.
HATRA (31) investigated damage in knitted fabrics,
using a lock-stitch machine at 4300 rpm, and assesed its
magnitude by counting the broken yarns after sewing and ex-
pressing them as a percentage of the total number of fabric
yarns. The findings suggested that needles should be
uniform, have long and ball points and be evenly plated
"with chromium. The so called clamping of the fabric was at-
tributed to the following :
,- throat plate hole, whose diameter should not be more than
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twice the diameter of the needle,
- high foot pressure, and foot design not allowing the
yarns to move freely, and finally
- machine speed, which it was argued, influences yarn fric-
tional and tensile properties.
Fabric variables were examined, such as fibre and
yarn strengths, frictional characteristics, flexural
rigidity, resistance of the fabric to deformation, yarn
extensibility, etc. High regain was found to affect fabric
plasticity and extensibility, resulting in higher fric-
tional characteristics, with the exception of cotton which
improves with high humidity. Attention was also given to
the fabric up-take of lubricant.
A comprehensive study of sewing damage was made by
Hurt and Tyler (32), whose investigated partial damage of
"
the yarn as well. The needle penetration force was measured
by using a strain gauge in a throat plate of a lockstitch
machine. At speeds up to 2000 rpm it was found that the
damage occured at the needle eye and it was claimed that
the penetration force was increased at lower speeds, per-
haps due to increased fabric deformation. It was also
pointed out that penetration forces are vector forces and
differ with fabric construction.
Work on fabrics revealed that dry fabrics are more
prone to damage, and that changes 1:;0 sewability due to
moisture is completely reversable (33). It was also claimed
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that machine operating speed affects damage, because the
time of loop penetration by the sewing needle becomes
shorter, especially if several fabric plies are involved.
It is argued that the fabric is not treated as gently as in
low speeds (34).
Another study revealed that the needle groove can in-
cise the taut knitting yarns, and that a slight ball point
should be preferred in needle selection (35), contrary to
other findings. Lubricants applied at high concentrations
increase the tendency of the fabric to pilling. In this
context paraffin wax may have an advantage (36). Despite
being costly and time consuming, a short term solution has
been offered by Hatra (37). It utilises an aerosol spray to
lubricate the fabric locally.
Other work (38),(39),(40) reports on dyeing and
finishing of the fabric, pointing out the importance of the
correct type of dystuff for a given fabric, as well as the
adverse effects of different finishes such as resin, size
etc., in needle damage and the importance of fabric
lubrication to combat needle damage.
9.4 The principles of measuring sewing damage
The most common method of measuring me~hanical damage is by
sewing one or more fabric samples, usually under specific
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conditions, and asseatng damage by ~tressing the seam
either by hand or mechanically e.g., using the leI stitch
damage tester (41),(42). Usually fabric damage is expressed
as a percentage of the total number of needle penetions
made (31),(43).
To assist with damage identification, illuminated
frames have b~en used where the sewn fabric samples could
be stressed. Lewis (44) used a bacterial colony counter to
count damaged holes. The Shirley Institute (45) developed
means of obtaining a permanent record of damage, by focus -
~ng a light source onto a spiral sewn fabric. As the light
passes through the fabric, the image produced is picked up
on light sensitive paper situated beneath the fabric.
Another device of this kind was developed by the In-
stitute for Textile Research in Denkendorf (46),(47). The
sewn material is clamped on a frame which traverses back-
wards and forwards, with the sample tensioned by a known
force. After 30 cycles, each seam failure is counted, by a
light source illuminating the material from beneath.
These methods try to introduce ways of evaluating the
degree of fabric damage after the sewing operation, .but
they are all subjective and tedious, and their assesment is
somewhat indirect in that it tries to assess damage after
it has occured, rather than when it is actually occuring.
Having established the importance of the needle
'penetration force in relation to damage, some workers at-
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tempted to measure penetration forces. The Instron tensile
tester has been used (45), where needle force diagrams have
been obtained, by clamping the needle in the upper jaw, and
by appropriately mounting the fabric on the base of the
tester.
Polish and French workers (32),(48),(49),(50) have
used transducers mounted on the needle bar, or the plate of
the sewing machine, to assess penetration forces. These
techniques proved to be accurate and realistic, and have
given quantitative results on variables affecting damage.
However these were experimental t.echnLques using oscillo-
scopes to study each penetration trace, so it was very dif-
ficult to provide routine comparisons.
Laboratory testing instruments for routine sewing
damage assesment have also been developed, these are the
Hatra-sew tester, and the L and M sewability tester.
The HATRA-SEW tester (51), is based on needle tempera-
ture detection, which in turn characterises the fabric
frictional condition, and relates it to needle penetration
force. An infra red detector is placed near the needle
point, to pick up the needle temperature, which is
calibrated in such a way that results are given as an index
of severance between lowest, 0.1, and the highest, 10. A
,
lockstitch or chainstitch machine maybe used, at up to 4250
rpm, and each test must be carried out under controlled
,conditions.
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This instrument, although claimed to be appropri~te'
for mechanical damage 'tests, has proved to be unreliable.
There are many variables which, if changed, can reduce
needle heat, without necessarily affecting mechanical
damage ~g. a dense interlock fabric may not heat the needle
up, due the application of a cooler or due to fabric wax,
but the loop may be so small that it is ruptured every time
it is penetrated by the needle. This apparatus maybe more
useful if limited to detecting needle heating during
sewing.
'Singer (52) used the principle of measuring penetra- .
tion forces by attaching a transducer to the plate of the
machine. They measured forces on the needle thread as well,
by placing a force sensor at a point on the thread path.
Leeming and Munden (45), developed the L and M
sewability tester, an instrument which measures penetration
forces, by simulating the action of the sewing machine. Al-
though the apparatus was based on the measurement of
penetration force, it bore very little rElBemblance to the
sewing action, and hence it lacked many of the variables
that affect needle penetration. This tester proved in-
adequate in giving consistent and reproducable results.
Needle penetration force is a dynamic phenomenon,
which is unique to the sewing machine system. It is very
difficult to reproduce these conditions by simulation
'without a considerable error, and the L and M is far from
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achieving this objective.
Perhaps the most important development in the measure-
ment of penetration forces comes from the Institute for
Textile Research (46),(47) at Denkendorf. The needle plate
of a locksti tch machine was strain ' gauged around the
needle hole, and a piece of the presser foot was removed so
it did not affect the gauge. The signals were converted
from analog to digital, via appropriate amplification, and
sent to an Apple microcomputer at about 30KHz sampling
rate. A program written in Basic language displays the
relative magnitude of each force by means of a vertical
line, and displays a force against time graph. The machine
is operated without thread at about 1000 rpm and only
penetration force is measured and not withdrawi. Each test
lasts for 50 stitches during which 255 measurements are
taken. This system is able to compare different fabric
finishing agents. Attempts to strain gauge the needle it-
self with a load cell type sensor, failed due to inertia of
the needle bar.
Although the Denkendorf system is the first to try and
interface a sewing machine to a microcomputer, it has a
number of shortcomings and inefficiencies.
A lockstitch sewing machine was selected, which is not
the most representative for sewing -damage, since knitwear
overlooking exhibits these problems· most. The .feeding
-mechand cs are changed by alteration of the feed dog and
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presser foot to accomodate the strain. gauge. The gauged
area on the needle plate is made by cutting a slot and at-
taching a gauged metal plate made from Aluminium, which can
be damaged easily and, which being attached transversly to
the fabric feed can become unstable. The testing speed is
limited to about 1000 rpm which maybe inadequate for ac-
curate needle penetration force measurement. In addition
the Denkendorf system was further constrained to capture
about five measurements only during needle penetration at
each cycle, since no measurements are taken at other times.
It was concluded that new insight into mechanical damage
was needed, and an apparatus capable of providing reliable
fabric damage diagnosis and evaluation ought to be
developed. On this basis the following study was initiated.
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CHAPTER 101 SEWING MACHINE INSTRUMENTATION.
10.11 Introduction
,
Although sewing damage due to needle heating has been
well understood and in most cases overcome, mechanical
damage is still causing concern in the clothing and dyeing
and finishing industries. Despite some excellent work in
this area, the problem of mechanical damage has not been
fully explored and solutions have yet to be found. This
work therefore concentrated on mechanical damage; when the
term damage is used, from now on, it will mean mechanical
damage.
Sewing damage is a dynamic problem, caused during the
sewing operation, and it is necessary to devise means for
quantifying and investigating under dynamic conditions,
variables which may affect this problem. The most efficient
way of doing this is to use the sewing machine itself, be-
cause only then are the sewing conditions unaltered and
sewing tests realistic and identical to commercial garment
production. Existing sewability testers (53) have failed to
produce efficient results, because they have only suceeded
-in simulating the sewing action. The only remarkable
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development for measuring needle penetration forces, which
used a sewing machine, was the Dekendorf apparatus (46)
which was described in a previous section.
In this work (46),(47) only the lock-stitch sewing
machine has been instrumented, despite the fact that sewing
damage is most common during the overlocking operat.Lon, An
overlock machine has more complicated sewing' mechanisms
than a lockstitch machine so, despite the difficulties of
instrumentation that this may cause, this is the most ap-
propriate machine to use for realistic investigation of
damage. Further, because the designs of sewing machines
change, their speeds increase and sewing conditions change,
it was necessary to choose the latest model of such a
machine, and to select an overlock machine commonly used
for knitwear overlocking.
For these reasons, a Rimoldi Orion 627 overlock sewing
machine was used as the basis for instrumentation, which
involved the attachment of sensors for measuring forces on
the throat plate and on the needle of the machine, and the
monitoring of the sewing cycle with a shaft encoder.
10.21 Mechanical arrangement
The force which Ls exerted by ~he sewing' needle in
,penetrating the fabric can be measured on the needle plate
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of the sewing machine, if the needle plate is strain gauged
and can be made to act as a cantilever.
Strain gauging the throat pate is not new, all pre-
vious work (32),(46) however, has been based on modifying
the throat plate. The most common technique is to cut a
piece of steel from the plate around the needle hole and to
attach to it a strain gauged piece of metal, so that a can-
tilever arrangement is formed (46),(47), figure 10.1.
Provision ha~ to be made so that the cantilever is not af-
fected by the presser foot pressure and therefore the foot
needs to be mod Lfied by cutting away a piece, so that there
is no contact with the cantilever. Machine vibrations and
fabric feeding can also affect force measurement and com-
pensation of forces other than needle penetration such as
inertia ought to be made. Finally problems concerning can-
tilever fatigue have been reported, because being att~ched
separately, it does not form an integral part of the needle
plate and can be affected by inertia problems during
machine operation.
For this work part of the needle plate was detached,
without affecting the feeding mechanism, so that the needle
plate itself now acts as a cantilever affected by foot
presure, needle penetration and withdrawa as shown in
figure .10.2. A slice of steel was also cut away from the
upper surface of the plate, so that a strain gauge could be
embedded in it. A second gauge was placed on the lower sur-
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Figure 10.1 Strain gauged needle plate of a
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face directly beneath the first gauge, figure 10.3~ This
arrangement allows the desired bending effect to be
separated from tension and compression effects, and for
compensation of temperature changes.
Strain gauges with semiconductor piezo-resistive ele-
ments were used, because they were able to deliver far
greater sensitivity than foil or wire gauges. In addition
they can be used without signal amplification, they have
good humidity resistance and durability, their resistance
change due to aging is very small, and they are self tem-
perature compensating. The only serious problem with these
gauges was their difficulty in bonding, and interfacing.
Table 10.1 shows the measured gauge specification and
tolerance.
10.31 Strain gauging the needle plate
The area of the plate where the gauges with their ter-
minals were to be attached was cleaned with a piece of ab-
sorbent material impregnated with acetone, so that all oil
was removed. The plate was heated up to a temperature of
about 40 C, until it became dry, and the spot where both
gauges would be bonded to the plate was marked in x and y
axis, to ensure that the two gauges are superimposed.
The gauged area was then treated with a thin layer of
'·Page 78
Resistance value (Ohms) = 120Gauge factor = 225
Dimentions (mm)
Gauge length = 3
Grid width:
element n = 0.7
element p = 0.25
Base LxW = 10x4
Max.Tensile Limit (%) = >0.2
Max.Allowable Current (mA) = >25 (20 mA for dynamic
measurement)
Temp.Coef. of resistance = ±1.8"u % / °c (in indicated
strain per °C)
,Temp.Coef. of Sensitivity = -0.26 % / t (at strain level
of 500 %)
Table 10.1: Needle plate specification and tolerance.
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adhesive, and the gauge was pressed in the marked position,
for 15 minutes, at 0.3 kg cm2 . This completed the baking
operation. The plate was then cooled down to room tempera-
ture gradually, before removing the pressure, and a thin
film of cement was applied over the surface of the bonded
gauge for curing.
Both gauges and terminals were bonded on the plate
using the same technique one beneath the other, and were
checked for insulation resistance to ensure that there was
no short circuit during bonding. Also their operational
specifications such as resistance, accuracy, sensitivity,
etc, were compared with their nominal ones, to ensure that
they functioned correctly.
The strain gauge on the top surface of the needle
plate was embeded in epoxy resin until the surface was
level with the surface of the plate. The epoxy was rubbed
down so its surface was flush with the surface of the
plate. This imparts robustness to the strain gauge, by
protecting the gauge from any disturbance and by providing
a surface for the free movement of fabric during feeding.
To fulfil cantilever bending without other distur-
bance such as tensile or temperature effects, the two
gauges were connected to form two arms of a Wheatstone
bridge,arrangement, which was supplied with power from a 15
Volt stabilised power supply, as shown in figure 10.4.
Provisions for signal amplification were made, and the sig-
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nal output was amplified to a maximum of 8 Volts.
10.41 Calibration of the strain gauged plate
The bridge output was studied using an osciUoscope and
calibrated for linearity, by hanging known weights onto the
cantilever arm of the plate and recording the output volt-
age using a voltmeter. The weight range was from 100g to
2.2kg, added in steps of 100g, and the recorded change in
voltage value of the system is shown in table 10.2. These
values plotted against weight show a high degree of
linearity, as shown in figure 10.5. This confirmed that the
strain gauge arrangement was in good order and was
functioning properly.
It should be mentioned that semiconductor strain
gauges loose their sensitivity above a certain voltage and
this is clearly illustrated in this case at about 4.5
Volts.
10.51 Strain gauging of the sewing needle
.Measurements of needle forces during sewing directly
on the sewing needle are the most dirept way of investigat-
ing mechanical damage, because it is the needle that causes
WEIGHT COMPUTER COUNT VOLTAGE
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
BOO
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1BOO
1900
2000
2100
2200
14.5
31.5
4B
64.5
BO.5
97
113
129
146
161.5
177.5
192
204
215
225
234
240
244
24B
251
253
255
4.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
Tabla 10.2: Results of the strain gauged needle plate calibration
by adding 100g weights up to 2.2kg and recording the voltage read-
ing.
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Figure 10.5 Calibration of'needle plate
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damage to the fabric and measuring forces directly on the
needle is as close to measuring damage as possible. Pre-
vious attempts (46),(47) to strain gauge the sewing needle
have failed, because needles have a very small surface
area and a complicated design, they move in and out of the
fabric at high speeds, and they are very easy to break or
damage.
In this study sewing needles were strain gauged
succesfully and used for measuring needle forces, plate
10.1. The smallest possible single element semiconductor
strain gau~e was selected and attached to the needle. The
sewing needle had to be prepared by grinding its shank,
just above the point that touches the fabric, so that a
flat area is provided for bonding the strain gauge onto the
needle. During the needle grinding operation, only 2 out of
the 25 (size 80) needles attempted survived breakage. The
gauge specification and tolerance measurements of the
needle strain gauge are given in table 10.3. The actual
needle strain gauging was commia;loned in accordance to
these instructions (54).
The problem with this arrangement was that because
only one gauge was attached to the needle, the gauge
responded to tension and compression, bending and tempera-
ture variations. Careful study of the response of the gauge
t.o the direction of needle bending was needed for iden-
·tification of effects. Sewing trials have revealed that
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Resistance value (Ohms) = 120Gauge Factor = 110
Dimentions (mm)
Gauge length = 2
Grid width = 0.25
Table 10.3 Strain gauge of the sewing needle specification and
tolerance.
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when the needle was bent front to rear, as it is held in
the sewing machine, the needle gauge is in tension and the
bending force registers upwards L, e., a force peak is
shown, and when the needle is bent rear to front a trough
is shown, as the needle gauge is in compression. Bending
the needle from right to left and vice versa produced
strong gauge signals, but was felt to be insignificant in
practice, because the design of the needle does not permit
sidways bending under normal circumstances. No attempt was
made to examine the effect of needle torsion on the gauge
signal, because it was felt that torsional forces are
resisted by the needle design. Needle compression is
possible, but with the needle held at about 15 angle to
vertical, the needle prefers to bend rather than be
compressed. The tendency of the sewing needle to suffer
both bending as well as compression was found to occur
above 900gf, by correlating needle and plate gauge signals.
Another problem with a strain gauged needle is that
due to the floating leads, testing at high speeds is dif-
ficult to perform, as the leads would become detached from
the gauge terminals by fatigue caused by the inertia of the
leads. To combat this problem, both leads were arranged in
a spiral form to minimise strains in the leads and the ter-
minal 1eads were secured around the needle using epoxy
resin as shown in plate 10.2.
Despite these difficulties, sewing force results using
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the gauged needle have been recorded at sewing speeds as
high as 4500 rpm, without any problem. However because of
the susceptibility of the needle to damage, the gauged
needle was used sparingly and only at high speed when ab-
solutely necessary.
After a similar testing procedure to the needle plate,
a bridge was build, and supplied with power from a 6 volt
battery. The system was then balanced and its signal output
was studied using an osciUoscope. Figure 10.6 shows the
wheatstone bridge arrangement of the sewing needle system.
It should be noted that strain gauging the needle bar
instead of strain gauging the sewing needle was considered,
but this would give additional signals which come from the
needle bar mechanism. It would also not give accurate
resul ts being away from the sewing needle, and there was
the difficu,lty of attaching strain gauges to such a" small
area without having to alter the needle bar mechanism.
10.61 Calibration of the Sewing Needle
The calibration of the needle presented problems, be-
cause sewing needles are complicated in shape, they are
great ion length and small in diameter, and in this case
held at an angle of approximately 15 degrees to the verti-
cal by the needle bar of the sewing machine~ There are two
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possible ways of calibrating the needle, one is by using
the Instron tensile tester, and the other by tensioning the
needle. Both techniques require correct needle positioning
and it can only be claimed that tension or compression is
measured and not bending forces on the needle. A third
method of needle calibration is by using the needle plate
itself. As this is calibrated directly with deadweights,
its force response can be compared to the needle response
and used to calibrate the needle response. This method is
only useful in the absence of needle bending.
The last method was used and both needle and plate
forces were captured and studied together, under different
sewing conditions and using different fabrics. It was found
that the magnitude of force measured by the needle and the
plate were comparable and in most cases when the plate
force was high the needle force followed proportionally
stitch by stitch. On some oaasions however, the needle suf-
fered bending and the two signals were unrelated. Figure
10.7 shows a sample of traces of needle and plate forces
indicating that needle and plate peak forces are in ap-
proximate agreement, and Figure 10.8 shows bending of the
needle.
Needle
Plate
Sewing
Needle
t
Figure 10.7 Agreement in sewing peak forces
by sewing needle and plate
tFigure 10.8 Peak forces of the strain gauged
needl e due to bendi ng
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10.7. Monitoring of the sewing cycle with a shaft
encoder
Once sewing force measurements from the instrumented
throat plate and needle were obtained, it was necessary to
provide means of event marking each sewing cycle, so that
the needle position was known throughout the sewing cycle
so that the force traces could be analysed easily. This was'
done electronically, by attaching an EFTCA shaft encoder at
the end of the rotating shaft of the machine. This encoder
is set to p~oduce an output signal every time the needle is
in its uppermost position (top dead centre). This signal
was picked up by connecting the encoder to an oscilloscope;
figure 10.9 shows a typical encoder trace, obtained by
transient recorder and chart recorder, where the beginning
and end of cycle are clearly marked.
The motor of the machine was changed to an electroni-
cally controlled one so that the operating speed could be
easily altered and maintained for testing purposes, so that
the periods of acceleration and dicceleration were mini-
mised and testing could be performed at a constant speed.
Finally the system was complemented by connecting an
..automatic stitch counter to the machine. This device
provides an automatic machine start via a phot.oceLl,placed
,at a convenient point near the sewing area. This counter
.heft
encode r
.ewlng
ne.dle
rea:lle tx?rdiny
F;gure 10.9 A sew; ng force trace obtai ned by
the strain gauged needle with the
encoder markinq the start of each
sewing cycle -
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was programmed to operate the sewing machine for a given
number of stitches, stopping the machine after the last
stitch is counted. This device, which is shown in plate
10.3, was used for visual comparison of sewing forces with
actual points of fabric damage.
10.8 Frequen~ responce of needle plate cantilever
In order to establish whether or not the instrumented
sewing machine was capable of measuring withdrawi forces
during fabric sewing, the frequency responce of the strain
gauged needle plate had to be determined.
It is possible to determine the frequency of the
needle plate theoretically, however the complexity of the
shape of the needle plate and changes in its composition
due to case hardening, etc., made such an approach
impractical. It was therefore decided to measure the
frequency response of the needle plate cantilever by using
a progr~ble voltmeter. The cantilever was made to oscil-
late by touching it either by hand or pencil, and the
strain gauge responce was stored in the memory of the
voltmeter and it was then plotted on a chart recorder.
After several trials the frequency responce of the needle
plate was found to be 35 Hz. Figure 10.10 shows a typical
frequency trace of the needle plate.
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When the frequency of the needle plate is compared
with the frequency of the sewing cycle capture, which is
less than 100 Hz, it is revealed that needle withdrawi
forces are measured only at very low sewing speeds. There-
fore the registered forces at the withdrawri part of the
sewing cycle are due to the cantilever oscillation, as it
tries to return to its zero strain (eq~ilibrium state).
10 •9 Summary
The machine instrumentation consisted of two force
measurement transducers, attached to the sewing needle and
needle plate of the machine, and a photoelectric transducer
which acted as a sewing cycle marker for the force traces.
Each transducer was connected to a bridge circuit and its
signal was appropriately amplified.
This system has a number of advantages over existing
testers:
1) The sewing machine mechanics and dynamics have not been
altered by machine instrumentation. Other systems have had
to change the plate mechanics to insert a strain gauged
cantilever plate.
2) An, overlock sewing machine has been instrumented,
despite its complicated mechanics. This type of sewing
machine is most associated with sewing damage.
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and plate
3) A sewing needle/ havebeen strain gauged and havebeen used
succesfully for the direct measurement of sewing forces,
including needle penetration as well as presser foot pres-
sure at speeds up to 4S00rpm.
4) The sewing cycle has been effectively marked by a shaft
encoder, which can at any time identify exactly where the
needle is during the cycle.
S) The strain gauged plate is very robust and can function
accurately at maximum machine speeds, which is very impor-
tant because in previous work only up to about 1000rpm
could be reached without serious complications.
Therefore with this system measurement of sewing forces can
be made accurately and this can be related to the diagnosis
of fabric damage.
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CHAPTER 111 DATA CAPTUREAND RECORDING TECHNIQUES
11.11 Introduction
Preliminary force trials were carried out by connect-
ing both transducers to a storage oscDloscope. It was
necessary however to be able to study the traces by plot-
ting them on a chart recorder. This was made possible by
connecting each sensor to a Datalab DL9 22 transient
recorder, which consists of two channels, has a total allo-
cated memory of 4KBytes (or 2K for each channel), and
operates at sampling rates upto 20MHz, or 10MHz per channel
when both channels are used. Each sensor was connected to
the transient recorder in turn, because only two input
channels are available at a time. .An oscilloscope and a
chart recorder were also connected to the transient re-
corder for displaying
respectively, figure 11.1.
The transient recorder needed to be set up for each
and plotting the signals
,
transducer differently and this proved to be tedious and
time consuming. The sensitivity and offset of each channel
of the recorder were adjusted in accordance with the mag-
nitude of the incoming gauge signal. The oscilloscopeand
pen recorder had to be adjusted to match the transient
recorder I so that complete traces of sewing forces were
displayed on the oscDloscope and recorded on the chart
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recorder. Finally, the timebase "sweep" was adjusted to
provide the required number of cycles, in accordance with
the speed of the sewing machine. The trigger on the trans-
ient recorder could be set to start recording sewing
forces with or without "delay" counting. One particular
setting of this system, at machine speed of 3290 rpm is
given in table 11.1. The sewing conditions were kept the
same throughout these tests, so that the only variable was
the sewn fabric.
This set up provided an experimental apparatus for the
investigation of dynamic sewing forces in relation to
fabric damage, and sewing trials were carried out to ex-
amine the potential of the system.
11.21 Interpretation of Example Results
Sewing Forces Measured on the Needle Plate:
The throat plate output and shaft encoder were con-
nected to the two channels of the transient recorder. The
system was adjusted appropriately so that sewing forces and
event marks were recorded and sewing trials were carried
"out using jersey fabrics.
Figure 11.2, shows four sewing force traces and
beneath them the marking of the encoder trace, for a series
Transient Recorder
Volts Full Scale 1 = 10 DC
Volts Full Scale 2 = GND
Pre-Trigger = Yes
Delay = 200
Sweep A = 80 ms
Sweep b = .2 ms
Input 1 DC
(time control for delayed/pre-
trigger modes)
(sets timebase modes)
Oscilosco12e
Volts/cm = .1
YGain = xl
DC
Variable time/cm = 1ms
Pen Recorder
Speed = 100 mm/min
Volts = 1
Table 11.1 Data capture settings of the transient recorder,
oscilloscope and pen recorder at operational speed of 3290 rpm
Needle plate
t
Figure 11.2 Traces of needle plate sewing forces
with shaft encoder markings
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of machine cycles. The encoder was set to trigger when the
needle is at its highest resting position (dead centre),
this marked the beginning of a cycle. Therefore if this
point is zero and there are the 360 degrees of a full rota-
tion of the shaft between the start and end of a sewing
cycle, the cycle tXming of the machine can be determined.
Figure 11.3, shows a schematic representation of the
calculated angles in degrees at each needle position, in-
dicating the trace of the encoder, for the complete sewing
cycle. This enables an accurate analysis of each trace and
the timning of the occurance of peaks and troughs within
each machine cycle.
Figure 11.4, shows a typical sewing force trace, which
may be interpreted as follows. The feed dog of the sewing
machine is raised to feed the fabric and because feed dog
and presser foot are in contact there is no force on the
needle plate, represented in the figure by AB. As the feed
dog descends the needle plate supports the presser foot
pre-load, creating a sharp increase in force, which is im-
mediately followed by the needle penetration. As the needle
tries to penetrate the fabric, the force on the needle
plate exerted by the needle through the fabric increases
rapidly, creating a sharp peak. It is this peak which is
the most important part of the sewing force trace, because
the value of this force correlates with the degree of
fabric damage. If the needle has to break a yarn in order
Figure 11.3: Sewing needle positioning and shaft encoder
marking, during one sewing cycle.
ne(~Jle plate
'- enccder
E 0 [ A
360·2g)· 175·96· O·
t-----
Figure 11.4 An analysis of sewing force trace,
assisted by electronic detection
(shaft encoder)
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to penetrate the fabric, the resistance of the fabric to
penetration will be high, so the peak force will also be
high. If the needle can penetrate without breaking a yarn,
the resistance to the penetration, and hence the peak
force, will be low. Consequently, high peak forces will be
associated with instances of sewing damage. This is con-
firmed by the reduction of force when the needle is inside
the fabric shown in figure by BC. At this point, as the
needle reaches its deepest position inside the fabric and
before it reverses its action, there is a small increase in
force, as the needle shaft pushes the fabric down towards
the needle plate shown in the figure as z. During withdrawi
the needle plate returns to the position under the presser
foot load then, as the needle ascends to the resting posi-
tion the force decreases rapidly as the feed dog rises
through the needle plate, lifting the presser foot away
from the needle plate DE, to repeat the cycle.
Each of these sewing traces consist of forces which
are produced by different mechanisms. To unveil each force-
producing mechanism individually, the sewing force traces
were captured and recorded when "sewing" with and without
fabric, but without a sewing needle, and finally with both
needle and fabric. Figure 11.5 shows a series of traces,
which :build up the final sewing force trace.
Trace 1 shows the result of feeding without fabric.
This exhibits a sawtooth oscillation force due to the feed
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dog and presser foot arrangement, which is perhaps due to
the particular feed dog desiqn. As the feed dog descends
there is a rapid build up of force, due to the presser foot
pre-load which now acts upon the throat plate. In this part
of the cycle initially, as the foot is dropped onto the
plate, it bounces off, despite the low inertia foot design
used. This may have important consequences during stitching
and occurs despite the low inertia foot design and
registers as peaks and troughs in the force trace, at the
start of this part of the cycle. The force then stabilises
until the feed dog begins to rise again, lifting the foot
off the plate, and dropping the presser foot onto the plate
to repeat the cycle. It should be stated that there may be
some cantilever oscillation due to foot pressure, however
without needle penetration it can be regarded as bei?g very
small.
In trace 2, the introduction of a fabric increases the
presser foot force, but the trace is somewhat smoother due
to fabric damping. However presser foot bounce still
occurs, which implies that when the presser foot is bounc-
ing the fabric is not under complete control.
In trace 3 using the sewing needle, penetration forces
are added to the trace; these are seen as the force peaks,.
which were discussed previously.
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Sewing Forces Measured on the Needle:
The needle and shaft encoder outputs were connected to
the two channels of the transient recorder, and the system
was adjusted appropriately so that needle forces were cap-
tured during sewing.
Figure 11.6, shows the needle force trace from three
sewing cycles and beneath it the encoder markings. There
are two force peaks for each trace clearly visible, the
penetration peak and the withdrawi peak.
Figure 11.7, shows a typical sewing needle trace,
which is analysed as follows. During fabric feeding the
needle remains stationary, shown in the figure by AB, until
the needle descends to begin penetration. At this point
strains are built up in the needle, which typically are
predominately bending forces, until fabric resistance is
overcome. At the point of maximum needle penetration a peak
occurs, shown in the figure as z. The needle then wi.thdraws
from the fabric creating a negative peak shown by CD, which
is generally smaller than the penetration peak, and the
force then returns rapidly to zero as the needle rises to
the resting position, shown by DE, before repeating the
..
sewing cycle.
To test the validity of the force traces obtained by
the needle, both needle and needle plate transducer outputs
SEWING
NEEDLE
SHAFT
ENCODER
t
____.n'--- _ ___,n~-n-
Figure 11.6 A sewing force trace obtained by
the strain gauged needle with the
shaft encoder marking the start
of-each sewing cycle
E 0 C A
?fjJ '2s{Y17S' 96' 0'
n8a:1le
t
,--.;:;.:en~ccdor
Figure 11,7 Analysis of a needle force trace,
by electronic detection (shaft en-
coder)
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were connected to the transient recorder to compare the
trace of one with the trace of the other.
11.31 Comparison of needle plate and needle maasure-
mants
Both channels of the transient recorder were connected
with the outputs of the plate and needle transducers,
mainly to see how the sewing forces captured from the plate
correlate with the same forces captured from the sewing
needle. The system was set up appropriately for capturing
forces of the plate and needle at the same time, which were
in turn recorded in a chart recorder.
Figures 11.8, shows that peaks/troughs corresponded to
the same points in both traces, and most importantly, the
peak forces were found to be comparable in magnitude. This
suggested that the effectiveness of force measurement using
either or both transducers was very good, and that the
analysis based on the encoder markings was accurate.
In the light of further testing with different
fabrics, it was convenient to use only the needle plate
transducer together with the encoder markings, because the
..needle transducer provided little additional information,
but required particular care in use.
Needle
Plate
Sewing
Needle
t ------
Figure 11.8 Agreement in sewing peak forces
by sewi nq needle and plate
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CHAPTBR 121 CORRELATION OF PORCB JIBAStJRBIIBN'lS WI'l'H
SBWIRG DAXAGB1 USB OF 'l'BB STITCH COUNTBR
The experiments outlined above established the effec-
tiveness of capturing sewing forces by the instrumented
sewing machine. The next step was to investigate the
relationship of sewing forces to actual fabric damage, by
relating measurement of forces by using the instrumented
sewing apparatus and actual damage, by visual examination
of fabric immediately after sewing. The method required the
use of the stitch counter.
This technique enabled direct comparison of peak
forces with fabric damage assessed visually stitch by
stitch. This was made possible by using the stitch counter
to control the sewing machine, so that, if operated for a
preset number of cycles and then stopped, the peak force of
each sewing cycle could then be compared with any cor-
responding hole in the fabric.
Sewing was initiated by a photocell connected to the
counter and placed in a convenient position close to the
sewing point by means of a magnetic base, just away from
the fabric. There were only eight clearly defined force
..cycles which could be acca.odated on the oscilloscopeat any
one time, and thus the counter was set to eight stitches.
,The machine was started by interrupting the photocell
"120·
either by hand or the edge of the fabric and stopped
automatically after eight stitches.
Testing was carried out using six different fabrics.
Every fabric sample was marked at its starting point, and
each trace was recorded on the chart recorder. At the end
of each test the eight stitches were correlated visually
with the 8 needle Lnaext.Lons, to examine if each peak cor-
responds to a damage point i.e., a hole in the fabric. A
microscope and a circular glass ruler for stretching each
stitch were used to assist in identifying damage points,
and the machine was run at 2500 rpm without sewing thread
present.
There was very good agreement between peak forces
during sewing and actual fabric damage, demonstrating that
the system may be useful for routine testing. The values
obtained are shown plotted in figure 12.1.
Figure 12.1 Agreelent of IIgnitudes
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CHAPTBR131 AB BXPBRIXDTAL APPARATUSFOR '1'HB ASSBS-
JID'l' OF SBWIRG DAXAGB
13.11 Introduction
An experimental apparatus has-been developed for the
diagnosis and measurement of sewing forces in relation to
fabric damage. The apparatus consists of an instrumented
overlock sewing machine, whereby sewing forces are measured
on the throat plate and directly on the sewing needle
during fabric sewing. This was made possible by attaching
transducers on the needle plate and needle of the sewing
machine and by connecting them, via appropriate signal
amplification, to a transient recorder for data capture un-
der dynamic conditions. An oscllloscopewas connected to the
transient recorder for viewing the sewing traces and a pen
recorder was used to obtain permanent records.
Investigations so far have suggested that this system
can diagnose sewing damage by measuring sewing forces in
every stitch cycle. Initial investigations demonstrated
that sewing forces obtained by the gauged needle plate and
"the gauged sewing needle agreed with each other, and by
comparing quantitative data from the transducers with
qualitative visual observations of the fabric, and with
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fabric damage. A shaft encoder fitted on the shaft of the
sewing machine assisted in the analysis of the sewing
forces. The delicate nature of the strain gauged needle im-
posed extra care during testing, so because the strain
gauged needle plate proved to be robust and accurate, it
was decided that further tests would be carried out without
the gauged needle.
To establish the potential of the system to diagnose
and measure sewing damage in textile materials, a programme
of fabric testing was undertaken. In these investigations
fabric tests were carried out, to shed more light on the
effects of fabric structure and finish as well as needle
size and design, in damage of fabrics during sewing.
Commercial fabrics of knitted single and double jersey
with high stitch densities were used in these tests, be-
cause they have the reputation of a severe tendency to
damage during the overlocking operation. Three different
jersey fabrics were used, plain, lxl rib and interlock. One
set was fully finished, and another set of initially iden-
tical fabrics was used, dyed differently and deliberately
left without the application of the softening agent nor-
mally used during finishing, so that the effects of these
differences could be investigated in respect of sewing
rdamage. Therefore a total of six fabric types were tested.
Throughout these tests the conditions of machine setting,
speed and sewing needle used were kept constant, so that
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the only variable would be the sewn fabric.
The next stage of these investigations involved the
effects of size and design of the sewing needle on fabric
damage. In these tests the fabric identified earlier as
having the most severe sewing damage problem was used
constantly, with all other conditions kept constant. The
only variables were the make, type, size and shape of the
needle used, so that these effects could be studied in
relation to sewing damage. The sewing needles used included
a size range of 60 up to 90 in metric, from Schmetz and
Singer, in different shapes and points.
In the sewing traces which were obtained in these
investigations, there were three main areas of interest:
1) the penetration force of the sewing needle. This is the
peak of each force cycle and it has been demonstrated that
its magnitude can be related to the degree of sewing damage
to the fabric.
2) the withdraW. reaction force on the throat plate. Al-
though this may be only measurable at low speeds I dif-
ferences in its profile and magnitude may suggest different
damage mechanisms.
3) the pressure force of the presser foot. This force
changes with materials with different compressional
properties; however differences of foot pressure using the
same material might suggest machine dependant mechanisms
that induce sewing damage.
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It emerged in the earlier series of tests that under
given conditions, in general, if a fabric is sewn along the
wale direction less damage occurs than when the same fabric
is sewn along the course direction, although the size of
this effect was depended on fabric structure.
This may be because in general single jersey fabrics
exhibit greater wale-wise extension than course-wise
extension ,al though this depends on other factors such as
finishing etc, and is outside the scope of this work.
Finally a trial test with a plain woven fabric
revealed that the sewing cycle forces followed the same
pattern as in knitted fabrics.
13.21 Testing of fabrics
The types of fabric which were used in these inves-
tigations are shown in table 13.1. One set of fabrics were
fully finished and another set contained the same fabrics
but dyed using different dyestuffs and finished without
softening, to see if and to what extent these differences
affect sewing damage.
Ten samples of each fabric were cut in strips along
the wale and course directions, and were conditioned in
standard testing conditions (65% relative humidity and 20C
fabric tYees and ~haracteristics WalesLcm CourLcm Stitch
length
1 interlock 100% Cotton Fully Finished 13 14 0.337
2 interlock 100% Cotton No Soft Finish 14 14 0.323
3 plain 100% Cotton Fully Finished 15 19 0.272
4 plain 100% Cotton No Soft Finish 14 19 0.363
5 1x1 rib 100% Cotton Fully Finished 11 17 0.384
6 1x1 rib 100% Cotton No Soft Finish 11 16 0.540
Table 13.1 Types of fabric used in test trials.
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temperature) for at least 24 hours prior to testing.
Only one channel of the transient recorder was used,
so that the full 4KBytes of its internal memory were avail-
able so that the signal could be displayed and plotted on
the chart paper with more details than when both channels
were used.
All samples were tested at sewing speeds of 4200 rpm,
along both directions, and their force traces were recorded
on a chart recorder. Care was taken not to record sewing
forces during the acceleration and decceleration of the
sewing machine, and thus the delay timming of the transient
DCorder was set to record after the first 10 cycles.
Needle Penetration Force.
1) The peak penetration force fluctuated from 10 gf
to about 500 gf. The peak force was found to be very high,
sometimes exceeding 500 gf in fabrics which had not been
finished, and was lower, typically 100 gf in fabrics which
have had been treated with softener. Fabric 1 is a typical
example which illustrates the effect of softener on sewing
damage. In this fabric high peaks are obtained when the
fabric is not fully finished, figure 13.1 and low peaks
#when fully finished, figure 13.2. In the other fabrics
3,4,5 and 6 the peak forces during needle penetration were
generally higher in the partly finished fabrics and lower
tFigure 13.1 Se\'Iing force traces of an interlock
fabric (1) without soft finish
tFi gure 13.2 Sewing force traces of the same
interlock fabric (1), as in fi-
gure 13.1, fully fi ni shed
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in the fully finished ones. However these results were not
so clear because the treated fabrics also produced some
high peaks, which might be due to uneven application of
softener in their structure, or perhaps to a reaction of
the softening agent with the particular dystuff (these ef-
fects are a subject on their own and beyond the scope of
this work).
Needle Withdrawi Force.
2) The peak of the needle withdraWll force is due to
the reaction of the cantilever of the throat plate to the
needle penetration force. It generally follows the trend of
the penetration, although its magnitude is generally lower,
not higher than 200 gf. This is because the frequency
response of the cantilever allows withdrawi measurement
only at low frequencies which are obtained at low sewing
machine. speeds.
The withdrawi force can be regarded as an oscillation
of the cantilever of the throat plate as it reacts to the
needle penetration. It is therefore proportional to the
magnitude of the penetration force. It is also observed
that the withdrawi. force in fully finished fabrics tends
not to occur, because the fabrics being softer may dampthe
osciUat;on of the cantilever. This effect can be observed
in figures 13.1 and 13.2, which represent traces of the
tOS
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same fabric with and without lubrication.
Presser Foot Force
3) The presser foot pressure force is found to be
higher in fabrics which are fully finished. The magnitute
of this force averages between 200 to 600 grams depending
upon the material used. In addition, the force profile is
somewhat smoother in the case of fully finished fabrics.
This may be because fully finished textile materials, par-
ticularly knitwear, undergo relaxation treatements during
finishing to increase their dimensional stability. These
tend to shrink the structure and reduce the frictional con-
straints of the material so that when a fully finished
fabric is under the presser foot, the structure can move
away from its plane relatively easier and press against the
cantilever.
It has been emerged from the results obtained so far
that the force during needle penetrtion is one of the im-
portant parameters that fabric diagnosis can be based on.
Trials of fabrics continued using a reduced time-base of
the transient recorder, so that more than 40 stitch force
cycles could be captured and displayed together in the
scope. In these traces although the details were not shown,
the peak forces were clear enough for comparisons.
Investigations of sewing forces using fully and partly
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finished knitted fabrics have revealed the following:
1) Sewing damage can be measured by the magnitude of the
peak force at needle penetration.
2) Softening of the material can eliminate sewing damage,
and
3) Finishing of knitted fabrics is only effective if ap-
plied properly to the fabric. This finding needs further
investigation, but is not within the scope of this work.
Tests of fabrics have shown that there is higher
variability of peak forces amongst finished fabrics 4 and
5. This may be due to untreated areas in the fabric. These
effects are shown in figure 13.3.
The above tests were repeated using the automatic
counter module to correlate these findings with visual in-
vestigation of sewing damage, as described previously and
were found to be in good agreement with actual damage
points.
13.31 The effect of sewing needle parameters on
sewing damage
Investigations into the effect of needle size and
shape#in relation to sewing damage were carried out using
the same. machine settings and the fabric that showed the
most severe tendency to damage. All tests were carried out
Figure 13.3 Effect of fabric lubrication
....
lIE''''
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at sewing machine speeds of 4300 rpm and the needle forces
measured during sewing were plotted for analysis. Sewing
needles were supplied by Fred. Schmetz GmbH and Singer
Spezialnadelfabrik GmbH, in sizes from 60 to 100 metric
with long and normal points, and in light and medium ball
points. The Singer range included the Delta-U and HR sewing
needles. Table 13.2 shows the different needles which were
used in these tests.
These investigations revealed that the peak force
profiles of the sewing needle penetration obtained with the
Singer Delta-U and other needles were fundamentally
different. Both Schmetz and Singer HR needles produce a
single peak force during needle penetration, however the
Singer Delta-U needles produce two peak forces during the
penetration of the needle. Figures 13.4 and 13.5 illustrate
the difference of peak forces between SChmetz and Singer
Delta-U of the same needle size (80) and point (normal).
Clearly the Singer needle exhibits a much higher magnitude
of peak force than the SChmetz needle, and its force
profile shows two force peaks instead of the one shown by
the Schmetz needle. This implied that there would be a dif-
ference in sewing behaviour between the two needles, which
needed to be investigated further.
#
The HR needles showed very much the same force diagram
as the Schmetz needles and, although only two points were
supplied, they seemed to have the same force behaviour as
HII~UI ~!zISTypes 60 65 70 80 90 lOO HR
Shmetz(spi) v v v v v v
Shmetz(nor) v v v v v
Singer(DUOl) v v v v
Shmetz(SES) v v v v v
Singer(DU06) v v v v
Shmetz (SUR:) v v v v v
Singer(DU07) v v
Table 13.21 Types of sewing needles tested.
v = available- = not available
t
Figure 13.4 Sewing peak forces obtained by
Schmetz 80 normal point needle
tFigure 13.5 Sewing peak forces obtained by
Singer O-U 80/12 normal point
needle
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the size 70 Schmetz needle. To see which needle is more
Buitable for improving damage further trials had to be
carried· out.
The needle size was found to be the most important
factor in reducing peak forces during sewing. Generally
speaking, the smaller the needle diameter the less the
sewing damage, irrespective of the make, shape and point of
needle use~. Figures 13.6-13.9 show the differences in peak
sewing forces between Schmetz needle sizes of 90 and 70,
and Singer needle sizes of 80 and 60. Needle sizes 60 and
70 have given the lowest peak forces due to their rela-
tively smaller diameter. In actual sewing they produced
damage free samples, although some individual needles have
shown a slight increase of peak force at some stitches,
which produced partially damaged samples. This variation
may be attributed to variation in needle manufacture rather
than to material used, because other needles with the same
specification produced low peak forces thoughout these
tests.
Contrary to the claims so far (55),( 56), ball point
needles were found to increase peak forces. In general nor-
mal point needles exhibited lower peak forces than cor-
responding ball point needles of the same size and make.
Figures 13.10 and 13.11 show the behaviour of Schmetz size
80 and Singer medium ball point needles· respectively and
comparison of peak forces can be made with their normal
t
Figure 13.6 Sewing forces obtained by Schmetz
90 normal point needle
t
Figure 13.7 Sewing forces obtained by Schmetz
70 normal ~oint needle
l-.
t
Figure 13.3 Sewi nq forces obtained by Singer
D-U 60/8 normal ~oint needle
tFigure 13.9 Sewing forces obtained by Singer
O-U 90/14 normal point needle
tFigure 13.10 Sewing forces obtained by Schmetz
80 SUK medium ball point needle
tFigure 13.11 Sewing forces obtained by Singer
O-U 80/12 medium ball ~oint needle
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point counterparts.
To investigate the accuracy of the results obtained
using different sewing needles, the automatic counter was
set in operation for visual verification of sewing damage.
All needles were tested one by one, and the sewn fabrics
were examined visually stitch by stitch and compared with
the quantified peak force obtained by each needle in the
sewing trace. Figures 13.12 (a,b,c) show a sample trace of
sewing forces of Schmetz and Singer normal point needles,
and below them the result of visual counting of damage
points.
The values of peak force for each needle is shown in
table 13.3 are plotted in figure 13.13. Studies in the
relationship between sewing needle and sewing damage have
revealed the following:
1) The most important effect of the sewing machine is the
needle size, and in general the lower the needle size the
less the damage to the fabric, this is shown schematically
in figure 13.13.
2) Needle design affects sewing damage, and in this
respect Schmetz needles performed better than Singer Delta-
U needles. This is because Delta-U needles were developed
with the prime objective of increasing their bending stiff-
ness over the groove edges and t.he.i r overall strength; this
is the basis for solutions to some of the problems occuring'
during sewing (55),(57), one of which is reduction of
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Table 13.3 Sewing needle performance asseaed visually
for every tested sewing needle.
Note: sev means severe needle damage.
3p means 3 partially cut threads etc.
no means no needle damage.
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numbers indicate cut yarns.
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needle breakage by minimising needle vibration. It is also
claimed that the Delta-U needle causes less strain damage
to the fabric because its groove edges are perfectly
rounded, being formed by flow pressing. Results in this
study have shown that Oelta-U needles create higher sewing
forces than Schmetz needles of equivalent size and point
form and hence sewing damage is likely to be increased. The
expl anat.Lon of this finding can be found if the design of
a Oelta-U needle is compared with the design of its Schmetz
counterpart. One of the factors which made the Oelta-U
needle stronger is an increase in its blade diameter,
figure 13.14(a). This increase creates a secondary peak as
the needle reaches its deepest point into the fabric, which
can be refered as a "secondary needle penetration" and is
shown in the sewing force profile of this needle ..during
penetration, figure 13.14(b). This design therefore may im-
prove needle strength, and it may reduce needle breakages,
but it has, however, a serious effect on damage during
sewing.
Even when the size of the Oelta-U needle is reduced a
size lower than the Schmetz, its sewing performance is im-
proved but not more than the normal point Schmetz needle,
due to the bulkier design of the Delta-U needle along its
length.
3) The HR needle (55),(57), although supplied with
, only two different points, performed better than the
f(einforced blade
(~-------------------L ~ __~--------------------~
Figure 13.14
(a)
( b )
t
A schmatic drawing of a O-U needleThe seconda~y peak of the sewing
force during needle penetration is
due to the needle reinforcement in
the blade area of the O-U needle
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Delta-U, but was found not to equal the performance of the
normal point Schmetz needle, unless compared with a higher
size than 90. Although the diameter of the HR needle is
reduced and remains uniform along its shaft, it seems that
the steep change of curvature in the scarf design to ac-
cOJllOdatethe looper, shown in figure 13.15 increases the
penetration force, during the impact of needle on fabric.
4) Needle sewing points were found to have little ef-
fect on sewing damage, contrary to claims so far (55),(58).
Off- SC?t scarf
'C'------.:... __ .;_------------ -_ -_ -__ --_- __= _~.
(a)
( b )
t
Figure 13.15 A schematic drawing of an MRneedle
The relatively high penetration force
peaks are due to the off ...set scarf
design of the MRneedle.
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14.11 Discussion
A study of the literature on sewing damage has
revealed that damage to fabric due to heating of the needle
during sewing, the so called "thermal damage" is well un-
derstood and that there are solutions to this problem, when
it occurs.
In contrast, mechanical damage, which is caused by the
needle penetrating the fabric has not yet been fully
understood, and although this problem is increa~ing in
seriousness, there is no effective test method for the
diagnosis and measurement of the tendency of a given fabric
to damage under commercial sewing conditions.
In the absence of a suitable test instrument, the task
of developing an instrument for investigations of mechani-
cal damage was undertaken, with the objective of develop-
ing an apparatus for routine testing.
The force which is exerted by the sewing needle in
.
penetrating the fabric can be measured and related to this
type of damage, and although this is only a reaction force,
it is the most important measurable magnitude which relates
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to damage.
Sewing damage is a dynamic problem and the most effi-
cient way of quantifying this problem is using the sewing
machine itself, because only then are sewing tests realis-
tic and identical to conditions in commercial garment
manufacture. In this work an industrial lockstitch sewing
machine has been instrumented, by means of attaching force
transducers on the needle plate and sewing needle, so that
forces during sewing of fabrics can be measured on the
needle plate and the sewing needle. The sewing machine was
equiped with an electronically controlled motor, with an
automatic needle positioning and stitch counting device,
and with a shaft encoder, which was used as event marker.
Preliminary experiments were carried out by connecting the
sensors to an amplifier so that the output signals could be
fed into a transient recorder, where they could be dis-
played on an oscnloscope or printed out on a chart
recorder.
Testing of fabric samples using this arrangements have
revealed the following:
, -1) The needle plate produces a sewing force diagram which
consists of forces produced by different sewing mechanisms.
These are the feeding mechanism i.e., the interaction of
needle~plate and presser foot, the needle penetration and
the needle withdrawi.
2) The strain gauged needle produces two force peaks, which
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are due to the penetration and withdram of the sewing
needle.
3) Each point of the sewing cycle can be identified using
the shaft encoder, which marks the start and end of each
sewing cycle.
4) Correlations between sewing forces obtained simul-
taneously by both needle and p.lat.e, have shown a high
degree of agreement.
5) The needle penetration force is most important and is
related to the degree of sewing damage.
6) All results were verified using the automatic stitch
counter to relate measurement of forces to actual fabric
damage, by visual examination of fabric after sewing.
Having developed means of measuring sewing forces in
relation to fabric damage, further investigations into
fabric damage diagnosis could now be made, by measuring
sewing forces of commercial fabrics at every stitch cycle.
These tests have revealed the following:
1) The magnitude of the peak force of each stitch cycle can
be related to the degree of sewing damage to the fabric.
2) The withdrawi force is attributed to the frequency
response of the needle plate cantilever.
3) The presser foot force changes with the comprea;i.onal
proper~ies of the materials used.
4) Fabric softening agents can eliminate sewing damage.
5) Finishing in knitted fabrics is only effective in
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eliminating damage if applied properly to the fabric.
Having established that sewing damage can be measured
by the magnitude of the peak force of needle penetration,
and examined the effects of fabric softening on sewing
damage, examinations of the effects of sewing needle
parameters on damage were undertaken. These results
revealed the following:
1) The size of the sewing needle is the most important ef-
fect of the sewing needle on damage, and generally the
lower the needle size the less the damage to the fabric.
2) Needle design affects sewing damage although sewing
points were found to have little effect on sewing damage.
At this point it was apparent that the apparatus was
suitable for the diagnosis and measurement of sewing damage
using needle penetration forces measured at the "sewing
needle and plate of an industrial overlock sewing machine.
This system has proved valuable because it can provide an
accurate sewing force profile at each stitch, under dynamic
conditions without any substantial modification to the
~ewing machine. The degree of sewing damage is governed by
the peak force of needle penetration, and this is obtained
for each stitch from the sewing cycle force profile dis-
played on the oscDloscope or plotted on the chart. This ap-
paratus similarly proved useful in testing the sewing force
behaviour of different sewing needles and their effect in
relation to damage.
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The use of this apparatus as a routine instrument was
not possible at this stage. To turn this apparatus into a
routine industrial instrument for testing sewing damage of
fabrics, automatic data acquisision and interpretation of
results was required. This could be best achieved by using
an IBM Personal Computer. The chosen computer, an IBM PC XT
was equiped with a data acquisision interface card so that
analog si9.nals from the sewing machine could be converted
into digital signals for further computer processing, at
frequencies as high as 50 khz. Other computer cards used
included a graphics display card, for displaying graphics
on the screen, a commUnications card for using the PC as a
workstation to a Vax minicomputer, and a parallel printJlr
card for printer output of obtained results. Between the PC
and the instrumented sewing machine were the appr_opriate
signal conditioning circuits, in which operational
amplifiers ensured linearity of signals and buffering
+within the required safety zone of - 5 Volts.
The softwear was based on the C computer language for
reasons of speed, portability, and flexibility. All data
capture and manipulation was done in the C language. Com-
puter programs for graphical representation were developed
using the Pascal language, because of its already available
graphics routines.
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14.21 Conclusion
A testing apparatus has been developed, capable of
sewing damage diagnosis and measurement. It is build around
the sewing machine itself, without altering any of its
features; this proved to be a very practical approach to
testing sewing damage.
The accuracy and efficiency of the apparatus for
sewing force measurement have been established and ex-
perimental investigations of fabrics and needles have
carried out. This enabled some important effects of sewing
damage to fabrics to be explained.
However this apparatus could only be used in .an ex-
perimental envinmment, because there are many settings that
need to be made before each test. It was time consumLng to
calibrate the peripheral instruments, and only a small
amount of data could be recorded during each test, with a
possibility of inacuracies due to experimental error or to
small sample size.
To overcome these shortCOmings and to establish the
apparatus as an instrument for industrial routine testing
of clothing materials, further work was carried out to in-
terface the instrumented sewing machine to an IBM personal
computer.
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CHAPTER 15 I COMPUTERISATION OF THE INSTRUMENTED
SEWING MACHINE
,
An apparatus for diagnosis and measurement of sewing
damage has been developed based on fabric penetration
forces, measured at the needle and throat plate of an over-
lock sewing machine. The technique of measuring the needle
plate forces was valuable because:
1) An accurate sewing force profile could be determined for
each stitch,
2) The sewing forces were obtained under dynamic conditions
and were realstic because no substantial modification was
made to the sewing machine,
3) The peak force was found to occur during needle penetra-
tion and to govern the degree of damage.
4) A complete sewing cycle profile can be constructed, with
the begining of each cycle defined by event markers, and
presser foot pressure, foot bounce, and other parameters
obtainable from the force profile.
5) The apparatus also proved useful in testing the sewing
force .behaviour of different sewing needle sizes and
designs.
Initially an osciUoscope was used to view the sewing
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forces, this was replaced by a transient recorder for
sewing force detection. The transient recorder was adequate
for establishing the measuring technique, but had the fol-
lowing disadvantages:
1) It has a resolution of only four Kbytes (two Kbytes for
each channel), which restricts the amount of data ob-
tainable and the speed of operation.
2) Only two channels are available for data acqusition,
3) Careful adjustment is needed at the beginning of each
test,
4) It must be connected to other devices, such as an os-
cDloscope for trace viewing and a pen recorder for record-
ing each trace on chart paper.
5) There was no direct way of measuring the peak force at
each stitch (other than off the chart paper), for quan-
tifyng sewing damage.
It was therefore impossible to use this arrangement as
a routine instrument for diagnosis and measurement of
sewing damage. To turn the existing apparatus into an in-
dustrial apparatus for routine testing of fabrics, the
above limitations had to be overcome and the following ob-
jectives fulfilled:
a) High accuracy at high machine speeds, so that the force
measur~ments are meaningful in an industrial context,
b) High efficiency, so that sewing damage diagnosis would
not rely upon results from other instrument$,
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c) High reproducability of results between different
operations, different individual instruments, and good
agreement with any other reliable techniques of sewing
damage diagnosis.
d) Time efficiency, so that it does not take a long time to
complete testing,
e) Ease of use, so that tests could be conducted by a rela-
tively un~killed person,
f) Low capital and recurrent costs.
It was thought that these conditions could be met best
by using computer based data acqusition and interpretation
of results. Hence the remainder of this project was devoted
to the development of such techniques.
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16.1 Introduction
The basic requirement of the computerised system was
the coll~ction, of sewing force data from the sewing
machine in real time. Therefore the computer had to be in-
terfaced with the sensors on the sewing machine, so that
the analog signals could be converted to digital signals
before being fed into the computer. It was found that some
conditioning of the signals was necessary before the
analogue to digital conversion. A block diagram shows the
basic units of this system, figure 16.1.
16 . 21 Computer
The computer was taken from the IBM family of personal
computers with the 16 bit Intel 8086 microprecessor, which
has substani"ial support in hardwear and softwear I is expan-
dable and versatile, and has an adequate amount of user
memory RAM. Therefore all instrumentation was besed on an
IBM XT DD with 256K of RAMi despite the novelty of using it
in this field at that time. The PC was equiped with an IBM
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graphics printer, via a parallel printer interface card. A
monochrome monitor was chosen and the PC was made capable
of graphics by including the Paradise modular graphics in-
terface card. A communications expansion card was used to
link the PC with the University mainframe computers. For
reasons that will be covered below, the PC was connected to
the sewing machine sensors via a data acquisition card.
16.31 'l'he data acq1J8ition card
During sewing analog signals are produced by the sen-
sors and have to be converted into digital signals before
they can be used by the PC. Therefore an analog to digital
(A to D) converter integrated circuit (IC) was needed which
would be capable of converting signals obtained while the
sewing machine was running at its maximum speed of 8000
rpm. Therefore its conversion rate needed to be higher than
30 KHz, with 8 bit accuracy. It should be noted that the
architecture of the IBM XT is based on a 16 bit processor,
however the computer bus is only 8 bits, which is a
drawback, halving the effective computer speed at 16 bit
operations. The 8-bit accuracy of the card makes the most
efficient use (in terms of time) of the 8-bit data bus of
the IBM PC XT. The shaft encoder changes its voltage from
12 V to 5.1 V at the start of each sewing machine cycle. It
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could therefore be connected to a parallel inputloutput
(ilo) line, the so called digital ilo, in which the Ie
status can be monitored at any time as it only changes from
high to low and vice versa. The requirements of the data
acquisition card are therefore an AID converter, a parallel
ilo port, timers and possible interrupt lines, which were
thought to be useful in. the development stages. These
requirements were best fu 1 filled by a card called Lab-
tender from Tecmar, plate 16.1, with the specif.ications
shown in table 16.1.
16.4: Signal conditioning
The AID converter was able to accept an input voltage
not greater than +6. OV or lower than -6. OV, and because
some instrumentation around the sewing machine produced
voltages higher than specified, i.e., ± 15V from the power
supply and 0 to +12.0V from the plate, signal conditioning
circuits were needed to match the signal voltages to the A
to D converter.
This involved amplification of the signals, par-
ticularly from the needle, since its value was between
-100.0mV minimum and +200mV maximum. It was found necessary
to filter out frequencies above 70 KHz to reduce noise. The
circuits were designed to have high linearity so that all
remaining frequencies of the input signal were preserved in
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Bus
Slots
Address
Power
I IBM Personal Computer.
lOne slot in IBM PC.
I Switch-selectable (uses 16 I/O locations)
I 480 mA @ +5V typ
140 mA @ +12V typ
140 mA @ -12V typ
Analog to digital Converter
Maximum input I +7V DC
Input impedance I 1mOhm
Conversion time : 18 sec max
Table 16.1: The specifications of the Tecmar data acqueition
card.
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the amplified output, and were buffered so that the input
vol tage to the A to D converter was maintained between ±
5 .1 Volts.
The most suitable linear circuit was found to be the
inverting operational amplifier/buffer. One circuit was
made for the plate, and one for the needle, as shown in
figure 16.2. Calculations for their characteristics were
based on the following formulae:
Gi = Vo/Vs
Gi = -Rf/Rs
where Gi is the gain
Vo is the voltage output
Vs is the voltage supply
The resistance Rs, is included in the input lead to
set the input impedance, the resistor Rf controls t~e gain,
because it forms closed-loop system where part of the out-
put signal is fed back to the input, ai variable resistor
to control: the offset, and .a.. zener diodetocut· any ac-
cidental increase in voltage above S.60V.
Both op/amps were tested for linearity, before they
were connected to the computer, by using input from a 0 -
30V power supply and a digital Voltmeter at an output.
Figure 16.3 shows the values obtained during testing of the
plate and needle op/amps.
In the case of the shaft encoder, its outprit Signal
was O.OV or +12.0V, and since it only needed to be
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decreased, the circuit shown in figure 16.4 was made, which
ensured an output signal of S.lV.
16.51 Programmingthe data acquisition card
The data aquisiton card needed to be programmed to be
able to carry out specific tasks. Figure 16.S shows switch,
jumper and connector placements on the board. Initially the
base port address of the card had to be selected, so it did
not interfere with other i/o locations, table 16.2. This
board occupies 16 consecutive addresses in the i/o space of
the PC, starting at 0330 Hex (816 Dec). The mode for the A
to D conversion was selected to perform Single-ended using
all 32 analog input channels individually because ..Signals
were single sourced and did not have differential output.
The adjustable resistors for calibrating the A/D and DIA
were checked up to + or -0.02V voltage tolerances.
Five ribbon cable connectors with 34 pins were con-
nected to each port and marked, before the board was placed
in one of the PC's expansion slots.
For AID, conversion port 1 which has 16 channels is
used for input. Channel 0 was selected to connect to the
needle plate of the sewing machine, and channel 1 to the
needle of the sewing machine. Port 3 is used for input to
the parallel ilo, to connect channel 0 to the marker (shaft
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SWITCH BINARY VALUE
SW1-2
SW1-1
SW1-5
SW1-4
512
256
32
16------------816 = Base Board Address.
Table 16.2. Selection switches of the data acqusition board.
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encoder). It was now necessary to make sure that these
channels were properly selected in both control ports, for
initialisation.
17.1 Introduction
The programming of the PC had to be carried out using
a fast computer language, to meet the requirements of real
time data capture.
Assembly language in this case would be sufficient, but it
would be limited to the 8086 micropressesor, i.e.,it would
not be portable, and it would not have great flexibility.
For these reasons Assembly language was rejected and C lan-
guage was chosen, which being a middle level language is
fast, efficient and portable.
To compile programs in C, a Unix operating system
based facility was used through the Micro Systems Unit
(HSU) of the University. This was based on a PDP-ll/44
mainframe computer, and later on a Vax-ll/780 arranged for
computer workstation applications.'
To develop and compile programs in this way required the
use of another expansion card, to allow communication
through a Terminal Access Control line to the University
"178"_.
mainframe network.
The idea of this arrangement is that the computer
program is compiled in the mainframe using the PC as a
terminal, and then the compiled code is downloaded to the
PC. The PC then gains local control, where the performance
of the program can be cheked by running the program in the
PC independently of the mainframe. This is the workstation
approach.
17.21 Softwaar de8ign and computer programming
The most ~portant part of the softwear was the con-
version and capturing of the sewing forces on the plate,
the needle and the event marking of the shaft encoder , This
had to be done in real time, so that the faster the data
capture, the more accurate the sewing force profile and the
sewing peak force. Having captured this data it could then
be manipulated, analysed and displayed graphically for
_interpretation. Figure 17.1 shows a block diagram of the
four softwear programs which constitute the computer
aspects of the testing of sewing damage.
Programe 1 is the real-time data capture from the
sewing machine and it is written in C language. The
program· initializes the interface board and the devices on
it which are to be used. An analog to digital conversion is
r----------,
I INITIAL. I
I CARD I
: INITIAL, PROGRAM I :
I PORTS I
I
I DATA SAVE I
I CAPTURE TO DISK I
L- _j
: READ" ~EAn - -DISPLAY 11
I DATA I
I I
: L PRDGR~ III _ _j
I I
I SD CVI. TO DISK I
lE_RDGRAM Jl __ - Ir ---------,
I rREAIll_ DISPLAY I
I lMILJ~ GRAPHICS I
I PROGRAM IV IL _j
F:igure 17.1: Block diagram of written software.
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then initiated for the plate and needle gauges and i/o ini-
.tiated for the shaft encoder. The data is then captured up
to a predefined number of data points. The counting is then
stopped and the results are saved in a datafile for further
manipulation. These data points are read into a three
dimensional array, where the three dimensions contain the
values of forces on the plate, the needle forces, and the
encoder markings respectively, all read at the same point
in the sewing cycle, as shown in figure 17.2
Program 2 is also written in the C language. It reads
the datafile of the sewing forces captured in program 1, it
scans the data and it calculates the peak forces, for each
sewing cycle. The number of stitches which were tested for
damage during sewing are also calculated and displayed
together with the peak force values. These results are then
analysed statistically, to provide the mean, standard
deviation and coefficient of variation of these results.
The peak force data is then saved in a separate datafile.
This data program is found to be useful because is a quan-
titative measure of the degree of needle damage, since it
was previously established that peak sewing forces corre-
late with damage. The statistical analysis provides a
measure of the consistency of the peak sewing forces and
.
therefore a means of quantifying the severity of needle
damage. An output of this program is shown in figure 17.3
Program 3 is written using the Pascal language for
1.12
112
112
111
111
,11
111
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
112 111
112 111
112 112
112 112
112
112
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112
112.. ".-.J..l.~
• 1 '":'.L ... ..;..
112
112
112
112
112
112 112 C'
112-1:l1 o
112 111 (i
112 111 C'
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112 111 0
112 112 c-
112 111 <)
112 11:, I)
'12 111 o
112 111 o
112 112 <)
113 112 {)
113 111 0
113 111 0
114 111 o
114 112 0
114 :l. 11 Cl
114112 1
114 111 1
116 111 1
116 112 1
118 111 1
118 112 1
118 111 1
11 s·
120
124
112
112
j 11.
111
13() 112
111
j 35 112
14·0
1. 4~'::
111
112
148 111 1.
151112 1
160 112 1
162 112"" 1
166 112 1
16<7' 1.12 1
173 112 1
178 112 1
180 12.8 1.
182 128 1
183 128 1
185 112 1
188 1.28 1
188 128
189 128
L3E3 1.12
Figure ,17.2 Data points read in a three dimensio-
nal array
1
1
1.
1
1
l.
1
1.
1.
1
1. A
zl.c
% local
Switching to local mode
A>b:
B)count
saving file
B>stats
George WAIT I am now scanning through a lot of data~
TOTAL No.of Stitch Cycles = 14
No. of points read = 3200
do you want me to read more ?
CRITICAL FABRIC DAMAGE -eg REDUCE NEEDLE SIZE
Statistical analysis given:
**************************std dey of x =_3.063432
std dev of y = 9.042633
CV of x = 0.017308
CV of y = 0.050801
B)
Figure 17.3 An output of the statistical program
A>b:
B>count
saving file
B>stats
George WAIT I am now scanning through a lot of data~
TOTAL No.of Stitch Cycles = 14
No. of points read = 3200
do you want me to read more ?
SEVERE FABRIC DAMAGE -eg APPLY MORE SOFTENER IN FINISHING
Statistical analysis given:
**************************std dev of x = 18.482838
std dey of y = 25.202257
CV of-x = 0.086368
CVof Y = 0.176240
B'/
B
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representing the real time results of program 1 in a
graphical form. Pascal was chosen because it has a rich set
of graphics subroutines. An output of this program is shown
in figure 17.4. The plate force profile is first displayed,
beneath it the needle force and next the marking of the
shaft encoder. All points correspond to the same cycle time
in every stitch. The y axis displays the scale of the peak
force actual values in gf, so that peak forces can be read
by reading the scale on the y axis of the graph. This
graphical representation of the results obtained for the
whole sewing force profile for every cycle is displayed so
that other useful information about the sewing dynamics I
such as presser foot, needle and fabric behaviour may be
deduced, as has already been discussed previously. Graphics
can also assist in the understanding of the magnitude of
the needle damage problem.
Program 4 is another graphical representation written
in Pascal, which reads the datafile from program 2, i.e.,the
peak forces, and it displays them as bar charts on the
~creen, with the actual values of the peak forces in gf on
the y scale, in the same way as in program 3. .This program
is used to illustrate graphically the severity of the
damage to the fabric by displaying peak forces only as
bars. The output of this program is shown in figure 17.5.
It is possible to combine the two· C programs and the
graphic programs, so that a real time data acqusition sys-
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tem with graphics ls obtained. Further, it is even possible
to do the graphics in real time. However this would not im-
prove the system fundamentally and is beyond the scope of
this research.
"187"
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The next stage of the development was to use the ap-
paratus for fabric testing, so that any problems with the
apparatus or the computer programs could be eliminated. The
refined test procedure is as follows.
A fabric sample is cut into a strip 5x50 cm and put
under the ..presser foot of the sewing machine. Sewing points
are counted by executing program 1 and by starting actual
sewing on the machine simultaneously. When the required
data points have been read, the program displays on the
screen the message "stop sewing/saving into file", which
means that sewing should be stopped and that the data is
being saved onto disk.
Data is read simultaneously for all sensors. at 228
points per cycle (frequency = 78 Hz), i.e.,one point for
every 1.578 degrees angle, at 3200 rpm. The beginning of
.each cycle is marked with a mumber 1, as the Integrated
Circuit which controls input/output, goes high. This repre-
sents the needle at its highest point; from this position
the IC goes low ie to 0, for the remainder of the cycle. A
sample of two sewing cycles is shown in appendix 18.1.
The fact that the system reads a sewing force pOints
every 1.6 degrees at 3200 rpm means that a representative
force profile is built up for each stitch so that accurate
measurement and diagnosis of needle damage can be made.
"188"
The results shown so far include data obtained by the
needle transducer. It should however be pointed out that
for routine testing the needle transducer is not used
because, as has beed discussed earlier, the system is
mechanically more reliable with the plate and encoder used
alone. The softwear needs very little modification when the
needle transducer is not used. Testing of fabrics using the
computer has shown a high degree of agDEmlent with the
results obtained using the transient recorder, so the same
results are not repeated in this section.
It is intended that the computerised instrumentation
will be placed in industry in a series of trials to
evaluate its usefullness and its suitability for commercial
exploitation.
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CBAPTBR 19. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A prototype instrument for the diagnosis and measure-
ment of sewing forces has been developed, shown in plate
19.1, which employs an instrumented sewing machine and a
system of real time data acqu~ision, consisting of an IBM
16 bit pe~sonal computer together with an 8 bit resolution
data collection subsystem.
The computer programs required were developed using the
middle level systems language C, and graphics programs were
written in the high level language Pascal.
The instrument proved acurate and reliable, giving
results which agree with results obtained earlier using the
transient recorder. This has enabled efficient testing of
fabrics for sewing damage, by quantifying sewing forces.
The system is versatile and can accept up to another
30 signals for processing. It is portable, and does not
need a particular sewing machine, only requiring a strain
gauged needle plate. Separate lead connections from the in-
strument to the transducer ensure that the apparatus can be
moved across from one machine to another, or even from
department to department, in an industial environment.
This development should be of assistance in all those
industries which have to combat sewing damage, namely' the
clothing and garment industry, the needle industry, the
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dyeing and finishing industry, the sewing machine industry,
and the sewing thread industry.
19.11 Suggestions for further work
It is essential that the tester which has been
developed is used to test a relatively large number of
fabrics, to establish needle penetration force limits for
damage diagnosis. The possible measurement of needle forces
at the needle bar requires further research and a com-
prehensive study of needle designs and needed to enable the
form of the needle penetration forces to be explained in
detail.
Other areas of concern are a study of fabrics prone to
sewing damage, in terms of their mechanical properties, so
that properties such as yarn to yarn friction can be re-
lated to damage.
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CHAPTER 20 I A S'l'DDY01' SBWIRG DADGB USING HIGB-SPBED VIDBO
TBCBlflQUB8.
20.1 Introduction
Sewing damage is a dynamic problem and so far attempts
to expla~n the conditions that cause it have proved
inadequate. The main problem in sewing damage is that many
factors contribute to its occurance and each of these fac-
tors has to be first understood on its own and then to be
studied together with the other factors contributing to
damage. This task is difficult because it involves relating
sewing machine parts, such as the fabric feeding mechanism,
the presser foot, the feed dog, the needle and their action
with the fabric itself during the normal sewing operation.
The resulting kinetic conditions can be very complex. In
this work preliminary investigations of components con-
tributing to sewing damage, such as the feeding mechanism
~nd the fabric itself, have been carried out and sewing
damage to fabrics quantified. It therefore remained to in-
vestigate these components together under dynamic
conditions. In the past this kind of investigation was.
carried out using high speed still photography. This relied
on the chance that the damage would be photographed when it
occured, and even if an event such as a force peak was used
"193"
as a trigger, it could not provide a continuous record of
the process of sewing damage.
20.2 Video techniques used to study the mechanism of
needle damage.
For the present study video techniques were employed,
so that the problem could be studied as it happened
dynamically, and subsequently frame by frame by advancing
and playing back the tape. Preliminary investigations
proved very succesful using a standard video
camera/recorder, recording sewing of a prone to severe
damage fabric, but at low machine speeds. It became clear
that the most important factor in sewing damage was
friction, as it was observed that damage increased with
higher fabric resistance to needle penetration and
withdraWli and this led to more detailed investigations,
using high-speed video techniques.
The NAC high speed video system HSV-200 was used,
.
plate 20.1; this is a unique system, very different from
ordinary video, specifically designed for recording rapid
"events, the images of which are very clear. It consists of
a high.performance video camera, video tape recorder, video
monitor and a stroboscope.
This system features a framing rate of200 fields per
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second, it can playback at the recording rate, or at a slow
motion from 1 to 15 fields per second, and the standard 1/2
inch video cassette tape allows 36 minutes of recording.
The video system can be interlocked with a stroboscope, ef-
fectively which increases the shutter speed to 20
microseconds i.e., 10000 frames per second. Other provi-
sions like scene code and time code are displayed within a
picture. The only problem was that the video cassette tape
provided could only be played back on a VHS NTSC video tape
recorder and not on a VHS PAL system.
The sewing machine was set up to run at 5200 rpm, and
the lower part of the presser foot was made out of clear
perspex, but with the same dimensions and shape as the
steel foot, so that the fabric underneath could be seen
easily. A fibre optic was used to light the area around the
needle penetration from underneath the cloth, so that the
material behaviour at feeding, needle penetrating and
withdrawi could be seen clearly.
20.3 Study of the results
After some trials varying the distance of the camera
«
from the sewing point various recordings were made, and the
results were analysed by visual interpretation during
repeated play back. It was found that it was necessary to
"196"
record as close to the sewing pOint as possible in order to
make the individual loops of the knitted fabric visible in
the video frame, and actually view sewing damage as it
occurred. This created problems because the aperture of the
video recorder could only focus the recorder lens over a
small area of the fabric. The most important finding during
this study was the live capture of the kinetic deformation
of the knitted fabric during damage as it was moving out of
its plane. Recordings were taken with fully finished and
with non-softened fabrics at different camera angles.
Again it was clear that the most important fabric
property in relation to damage is friction. It was observed
that damage was often associated with repeated fabric bend-
ing caused by 'flagging" (i.e., the fabric being drawn into a
series of reversed cones by the action of the needle).
During penetration the needle ~a~~~g ~afr~t=frt~e~ was forc-
ing the fabric down inside the opening of the plate, and at
wi thdrawci.it was dragging the fabric upwards well out of
its horozontal plane. The flagging action was always severe
at the needle eye, and in fabrics prone to damage it was
worse than in those fabrics with full finish. This condi-
tion is created by high frictional forces between yarns in
the fabric and between yarns and the metal needle, which
occur ~n an untreated fabric or in poorly finished fabrics.
Fabrics 1 and 3 for example (see section 6), were found to
resist the needle passing through them by high friction be-
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tween their yarn interlacings, which made the force on the
needle much higher than the resistance of fabric, so the
needle in its downward stroke, momentarily takes the
fabric down through the needle plate opening. At this
pOint, depending upon the hole diameter, flagging takes
place, as the fabric is taken inside the plate hole. As
further frictional constraints (yarn to plate hole) are
introduced the needle opens the structure of the fabric,
and it is that at this point a degree of damage occurs,
which in turn depends upon where the needle contacts the
fabric (yarn, space, interlacing, etc.) If it penetrates
inside a loop, around the needle eye there is extra demand
for yarn as this loop opens to provide room for the needle
to pass through. In these difficult fabrics, borrowing
yarn from adjacent loops is difficult due to the locking
action of the yarn to yarn frictional forces. Consequently
the loop bursts and sewing damage occurs. In the case of
the needle contacting the interlacing area of the
structure, cutting of thread is most likely to occur, if,
due to friction, the yarns cannot move away from each
other. These conditions depend upon yarn to yarn and yarn
to needle friction, and yarn breaking extension, which in
turn are affected by fabric finishing and lubrication. Oc-
casionally partial sewing damage was observed i~.,a yarn
partially cut in a loop. This condition occurs in border-
line fabrics, where the needle penetration damages some of
"198"
the fibres of the yarn and the withdraW. either causes
more fibre breakage or none at all. Plates 20.2-20.5, show
a sequence of sewing damage occuring in fabric during
sewing at 4200 rpm.
20.4. Discussion of results
This investigation has revealed the mechanism of
sewing damage to knitted fabrics and has shown that damage
is a frictional problem betweeen yarns in the fabric and
between yarns and the metal of the sewing needle and
needle plate. It was observed that yarns from fabrics with
higher frictional constraints within their structure are
clamped during sewing more than yarns from fabrics which
have low frictional properties, obtained by proper
lubrication in finishing. This verifies quantitative
evidence of increasing sewing damage, when using sewing
needles of higher diameter or unconventional design.. It
is also in agreement with evidence provided by the sewing
damage testing apparatus described earlier, and supports
suggestions that fabrics should be propely softened and
finished for eliminating sewing damage.
It ~eemed appropriate to study the structures of
fabric 1 and 2, since they are the most representative of
all samples in terms of being exactly the same fabric ini-
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tially except in subsequent application of softener, and
in that each behaves differently in sewing with the
finished fabric not prone to damage at all, and the non
finished fabric prone to seveIedamage. These fabrics were
submi tted for scanning electron microscopy, so that under
high magnifications their structure could be studied in
relation to their aquaeous treatment.
It was revealed that fabric 1 carried considerable un-
dissolved material in its structure. This was associated
wi th its higher frictional properties, and hence severe
damage, whereas the same fabric finished correctly was ex-
treamly clean, low in friction, and consequently free of
sewing damage. Plates 20.6 and 20.7 show fabric 1 with un-
dissolved material deposited on its structure, and plates
20.8 and 20.9 show fabric 2 clean without any deposit.
Below them their sewing force traces are shown using
needle size 80 and plate 20.10 and 20.11 show damage oc-
cured in one loop in fabric 1, and no damage in fabric 2.
To measure their surface frictional properties a. simple
device was made using an inclined glass plate, in which
the fabric is mounted on a slider of a standard weight,
and the sliding angle is measured. In the case of fabric 1
sliding started at an angle of 65 degrees whereas fabric 2
began to slide at 32 degrees from the horizontal, i.e. ,
the difference in the surface frictional properties of the
two fabrics corresponds to the difference in the occurance
Plate 20.6 The microscopic structure of a prone to
damage fabric with its sewing force trace
t
Plate 20.7 Deposits of undissolved material on fabric
Plate 20.8 The microscopic structure of the same fabric
as in 20.6, but having been subjected to pro-
per finishing and lubrication
t
Plate 20.9 Clean fabric after proper finishing and
lubrication
Plate 20.10 Loop damage after sewing
Plate 20.11 No sewing damage after proper finishing
and lubrication
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of sewing damage.
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CDP1'IR 211 GBIIBRAL DISCUSSIOR ARD COBCLUSIOJlS
The purpose of this project was threefold. Firstly, it
has completed previous work on seam pucker in structurally
januned fabrics. Secondly, an investigation into sewing
damage has been undertaken to explain the conditions under
which it occurs, and thirdly, the project has provided
means of testing of fabrics for sewing damage prior to
garment production. Therefore this thesis has been divided
into two parts, one for seam pucker, and one for sewing
damage.
Studies on the initial Young's modulus of fabrics have
verified the explanation of the mechanism of seam pucker
for lightweight woven fabrics. Initial modulus is a
measure of fabric extension at low stress and because at
low stress the modulus for compression is equal to modulus
for tension, fabrics with high Young's modulus cannot ac-
comodate the compressive strains during sewing. Fabrics
with high modulus exhibit severe pucker and fabrics with
low modulus exhibits low pucker. Therefore if Young's
modulus is plotted appropriately e.g., with fabric
thickness, it can serve as another means of predicting
seam pucker and can be used as a quality control tool in
industry.
Based on recommendations of previous work special
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sewing threads with modified properties were made by J and
P Coats Ltd and English Sewing Threads Ltd. These threads
possessed low tensile and bending properties and were
tested and compared with commercial threads. They were
also evaluated, by actual sewing of fabrics, for seam
pucker by the AATCCstandards. These tests have verified
that thread bending stiffness and extensibility are the
most important parameters for the sewing thread and that
if these two properties are low seam pucker can be
improved. The difficulty is that threads should P0593SS
high tenacity so that they do not easily break during
sewing. In fu 1filling this requirement desir a ble bending
properties and tensile properties are compromised. This
phenomenonwas experienced when testing the experimental
sewing threads. Therefore a compromise has to be found in
manufacturing such sewing thread.
The mechanism of seam pucker is based on the relative
bending stiffnesses and extensibilities of the sewing
thread and fabric. In accordance with the mechanism of
pucker previously proposed, it was found that a stiffening
-medium along the sewing line could be used to eliminate
seam pucker. With this technique the properties of the
material are modified only locally to the seam without af-
fecting. the rest of the garment. Hence an interlining
material with relatively high bending stiffnes and low
extensibility, if inserted into the sewing line during the
"213"
aewing operation, would improve theae fabric properties
enabling the compressive forces along the seam, arising
during sewing, to be resisted. Commercially available
materials have been tested and a suitable one for in-
dustrial use has been found.
To complete the investigation some aspects of sewing
machine dynamics such as presser foot bounce and thread
control at the sewing point were studied, to establish the
relationship of sewing machine dynamics and pucker. It was
found that under dynamic conditions i.e., at high opera-
tional speeds, machine mechanics and settings critically
affect the sewing operation, and based on these mechanisms
the generalised pucker mechanism was revised. Seam pucker
was found to be affected by presser foot bounce and faulty
thread control at the sewing point. Simple but effective
mechanical means were tried and illustrated that machine
mechanics need to be improved.
The second part of this work was spent investigating
sewing damage. A thorough literature survey on sewing
damage and related topics revealed that physical damage of
fabric during sewing due to needle heating has been fully
investigated and solutions have been found already. However
mechanical damage of garments during sewing ie due to
needle penetration, was found not to be fully understood.
In addition existing testing equipment for needle damage
was found to be wanting in accuracy, reliability and
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reproducability of results. This part of the project then
concentrated on studies of the occurence of mechanical
damage during sewing.
Careful consideration indicated the need to find some
means of studing sewing forces dynamically on the sewing
machine without modifying its action. Instrumenting the
sewing machine itself was found to be the best solution, so
an industrial overlock machine was strain gauged at the
throat plate and on the sewing needle, so that the forces
acting upon them could be investigated. An experimental ar-
rangement of a similar kind has been developed in Denken-
dorf in the Institute for Textile Research, but it has its
limitations, in the design of the instrumentation and the
implementation of testing.
In this work there was no modification to any ~achine
parts other than a minor modification to the throat plate,
the most representative sewing machine was used, despite
its more complicated mechanics, and each sewing cycle was
marked electronically using a shaft encoder.
Preliminary work was carried out using an oscllloscope
to display the amplified forces from the sensors of the
sewing machine; then a transient recorder was used so that
the sewing machine speed could be increased during inves-
tigatf'ons and a chart paper copy of the force diagrams
could be obtained for subsequent analysis. This system was
able to quantify seam damage I which was found to occur
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during needle penetration and to register as high peak
needle forces in the sewing force profile.
Other important information provided by this arrange-
ment was the foot pressure and bounce of the presser foot,
and the thickness and compreeibility of the fabric used. It
was also found useful in testing different types of
needles, demonstrating that, the size of the sewing needle
is related to sewing damage, so that the smaller the needle
diameter the less the damage to fabric during sewing. In
addition no conclusive evidence was obtained in favour of
needles with ball points, in fact the normal point needle
was found to be most suitable in producing least damage in
this study.
Testing with fabrics which were partly treated ie.. ,
without softening agent, or fully treated in finishing has
suggested that needle damage can be overcome by the ap-
plication of softener evenly onto the fabric.
Fabric tests were also made visually, by using an
automatic stitch counter, so that a known number of
stitches could be counted one by one, and compared with the
q~antifyed peak forces for each stitch. The system proved
accurate, efficient and reliable and since means of sewing
damage testing is needed in industry, the instrumented
sewing~achine was interfaced with an IBM personal computer
to be used as a routine testing instrument.
This task needed a data acqu5ition interface board with
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appropriate siqnal conditioning. The PC was programmed to
capture sewing data in real time from the sewing machine
and to manipulate the results, so that they are meaningful
to the user. By using a computer it was possible to read
one point every 1.6 degrees of a sewing cycle, building up
an accurate force profile consisting of around 280 pOints
for every stitch, at 3200rpm. Computer programs were writ-
ten to calculate the peak forces for every machine cycle
during sewing to provide a statistical analysis and to dis-
play the results in computer graphics. Therefore a routine
testing facility has been developed for the diagnosis and
measurement of sewing forces.
High speed video recording techniques have been used to
investigate the mechanism of sewing damage to knitted
fabrics. It was shown that damage is a frictional problem
between yarns in the fabric and between yarns and the metal
of the sewing needle and needle plate. It was observed that
clamping of yarns in fabrics depends upon fabric frictional
properties and this explained the importance of, fabric
~ubrication in reducing sewing damage. These findings were
also verified, using the sewing damage apparatus, with
quantitative evidence of increasing sewing damage when
using sewing needles which increase friction i.e., size and
..shape, and poorly lubricated or non lubricated fabrics.
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